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Executive Summary
Introduction
Internationally, cities are being recognised as key players in the global sustainable energy future.
The important role of cities in the South African transition to a sustainable energy future has become
increasingly clear over the past decade, and metros and smaller cities across the country are
developing strategies to this end.
As articulated in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 7, energy sustainability
encompasses the three factors of (1) renewable energy, (2) energy efficiency, and (3) access to
modern energy for all. These factors are mirrored in key South African policies and strategies,
including the SALGA Local Government Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Strategy (2013).
The City of Tshwane’s (CoT) Vision 2055 as well as CoT’s Framework for a Green Economy Transition
mandate a clear focus on sustainable energy. These frameworks guide the approach of this
document.
This report presents an overview of the CoT energy profile, and assesses the municipal revenue
impact of current and future energy-related factors. It provides a foundation for further analysis of
the energy future of CoT, and associated sustainable energy strategy development.
Energy profile
The Tshwane energy use profile is dominated by transport and electricity (see Figure 1 and Figure
2). While transport fuels account for the majority of energy consumed, electricity accounts for the
majority of the greenhouse gas emissions due to the predominance of coal generation in the
national electricity mix.

Figure 1: Tshwane energy consumption and emissions by fuel (2013/14)
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Figure 2: Tshwane energy consumption and emissions by sector (2013/14)

An analysis of energy consumption trends in Tshwane since 2004 indicates that the energy intensity
of Tshwane’s economy is reducing (see Figure 3). This is a positive development mirrored in several
South African metros, and is considered to be largely a response to steeply rising electricity prices
and possibly load shedding, leading to increased adoption of energy efficiency measures.

Figure 3: Reducing energy intensity of Tshwane's economy

Tshwane’s energy profile confirms the existence of several challenges and opportunities, of which
the following are amongst the most significant:





Passenger transport is very inefficient and too dominated by private vehicles, with
significant need and potential to improve public transport and non-motorised transport
Energy efficiency opportunities exist within all sectors, with important gains to be made by
widespread residential solar water heater programmes, commercial and local government
building retrofits, and a range of other efficiency interventions
Providing access to modern energy – mainly electricity – to Tshwane’s currently
unelectrified population requires attention if backlogs are to be reduced
The renewable energy potential in municipal landfill gas and sewage methane sites present
opportunities to be explored, as well as potentially using municipal rooftops for solar PV
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installations (a total of around 30MW1 of electricity generation potential exists in all of these
options combined)
Electricity and municipal revenue
In the current context of increasing electricity prices and improving financial feasibility for energy
efficiency (EE) and renewable energy (RE) options, distributors such as CoT are faced with the twin
challenges of protecting their revenue while still promoting RE and EE. Modelled revenue losses
from RE and EE interventions in Tshwane indicate they will be around 9-18% of operating budgets2
in the next decade, potentially increasing exponentially thereafter. Residential sector revenue
losses appear to be of greatest magnitude. Losses from the adoption of rooftop solar PV systems
are significant, but of lesser concern in the short-term. A decoupled3 residential tariff lies at the
heart of revenue protection, and although it will slow the uptake of RE and possibly EE, it is a
transparent and financially defensible measure. Nevertheless, CoT needs to be aware of the
possibility of grid defections due to high grid power costs and reducing solar PV or other
independent generation costs, and provide a conducive environment for existing consumers to
remain customers of CoT.
Direct municipal revenue losses from load-shedding, outages, non-payment and non-connection are
significant, but are dwarfed by the revenue impact of non-technical losses (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Loss of income from different sources as a percentage of annual electricity distributor operational
costs (right hand graph shown for projections in 10 years’ time)

The cost of load-shedding to the Tshwane economy is significantly higher than its direct revenue
impact however, with the estimated full cost-of-unserved-energy impacting the economy by about
R5.6 billion in 2014/15 – this equates to around 2% of Tshwane’s GVA. The cost-of-unserved-energy
due to non-connection of new developments because of distribution network capacity constraints
is estimated to be of an equivalent magnitude.

1

According to the latest Integrated Waste Management Plan, CoT disposes some 3 million tonnes of waste each year.
In terms of power generation potential, an approximate 100,000 tonnes of domestic waste in a landfill may equate 1
MW of capacity. Biogas potential sourced from "Biogas Potential in Selected Wastewater Treatment Plants: Results from
a Scoping Study in Nine Municipalities," GIZ and SALGA, 2015
2
Operating budget refers to the revenue for operating the municipal distributor – i.e. total electricity sales revenue less
bulk purchase expenditure.
3
Separating the tariff into ‘fixed monthly’ and ‘energy’ components.
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The overall implications of the revenue impact assessment on future affordability of energy in
Tshwane is further discussed in a separate report, the City of Tshwane Energy Futures Report, where
energy cost implications for different future scenarios are modelled.
The way forward
This report provides a data resource for energy work in CoT, as well as identifying a range of issues
that need addressing in the move to a more sustainable future. The City of Tshwane Energy Futures
Report takes this work further and explores the implications for different energy futures, and the
Sustainable Energy Strategy Framework (an appendix to the Energy Futures Report) provides an
initial action plan to enable a move in this direction.
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1. Introduction
Internationally, it is being recognised that cities are key players in the pursuit of the sustainable
energy agenda, including around carbon mitigation ambitions4. National governments are
acknowledging that national energy and carbon profiles will not change as required unless cities are
actively engaged in this pursuit. South Africa is no exception. South African cities have mandates to
distribute electricity, approve building and development plans, direct spatial planning and manage
transport, which gives them significant influence over their energy futures. This is reflected in the
National Climate Change Response White Paper (Department of Environment 2011) which
specifically identifies a key role for cities in achieving country targets for greenhouse gas mitigation
relating to the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions. In addition, the South African Local
Government Association and the Association of Municipal Electricity Undertakings play increasingly
strong roles in the Integrated Resource Plan development, and local government’s important role
in energy efficiency is clear in the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (DoE 2012). The State of
Energy in South African Cities report series (SEA 2006, SEA 2011, SEA 2015) clarify the critical role of
the metros and other cities in the national energy profile.
South African cities have been undertaking State of Energy assessments and developing and
implementing Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Strategies for more than a decade. In
Tshwane, this baseline work was undertaken in 2005 and 2006, but the newly formed strategy
direction decided upon did not gain sufficient traction in the municipality, including in the
residential, transport, commercial and industrial sectors.
This report provides an update of the 2005/6 State of Energy work undertaken in the City of
Tshwane (CoT), and discusses key issues of concern to Tshwane. The report feeds into the City of
Tshwane Energy Futures Report, and the associated Sustainable Energy Strategy Framework, which
identify important areas for strategy attention.
Scope of Work
In summary, the scope of work for this report covers the following:
 Data collection and compilation of an updated energy profile of Tshwane, covering all energy
sources and sectors in as much detail as the data permits.
 Development of a State of Energy report.
 Assessment of the institutional situation effectiveness in pursuing sustainable energy.
 Discussion of a range of topics of particular concern to Tshwane, including load shedding
impact and response, potential revenue loss from energy efficiency and renewable energy,
and promotion of more sustainable transport modes.
 Development of a data template for future energy data collection work and propose how
this data function might be better institutionalised for ease of monitoring and updating.

4

This recognition started as early as the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992, and continued through the World Summit on Sustainable
Development 2002, with the associated Implementation Plans of Local Agenda 21 (UN 1992) and the Johannesburg Declaration. The
recently adopted UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN 2015) highlight the role of cities in relation to the built environment and
public transport (Sustainable Development Goal 11), and access to efficient and renewable energy (Sustainable Development Goal
7). Cities have become increasingly prominent in the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties events, and at the recent COP 21 held in
Paris in December 2015, discussions and side events paid substantial attention to the role of cities. Once such was the Paris City Hall
Declaration of local governments which holds a strong position on the important role of city-level initiatives, and makes commitments
in this regard. Initiatives which also talk to the growing prominence of cities in the global energy and climate change picture include
the C40 cities programme (http://www.c40.org/), Bloomberg Philanthropies focus on cities (http://whatworkscities.bloomberg.org/),
and the substantial and growing activities of ICLEI: Local Governments for Sustainability (http://www.iclei.org/).

Report outline
The report is structured as follows:
 Chapter 2 provides the context as well as discussing the institutional environment, and gives
a summary of relevant programmes and initiatives within Tshwane.
 Chapter 3 gives an overview of the data collection methodology used (with more detail in
appendices).
 Chapter 4 is the Status Quo which presents a detailed energy picture for Tshwane, to set the
foundation for futures modelling and strategy direction.
 Chapter 5 undertakes an assessment of the impact of renewables, energy efficiency, load
shedding and other factors on the municipal revenue flow from electricity sales.
 Chapter 6 indicates a way forward, linking the report to the Energy Futures and Strategy
Framework documents.

2. Context
2.1.

South African energy picture

South Africa’s energy sector has historically been What is energy?
characterised by carbon intensive energy, inefficient Energy may defined as the ability to do
energy use due to low prices, renewable energy playing a work or produce change, and is
small part in the national mix, and centralised energy expressed in joule (J) or kilo-watt-hour
planning at national level. In addition, access to modern (kWh) units. Energy is commonly
energy such as electricity was low as a result of apartheid derived from liquid fuels (e.g. petrol,
diesel, LPG, paraffin), electricity, coal,
policies – a situation which the National Electrification
and biomass (e.g. wood, charcoal).
Programme and other initiatives sought to address,
changing the number of households connected to
electricity from 35% in 1990 to over 85% today (Marquad et al 2007, www.statssa.gov.za). However,
there is a strong social inequality which has persisted, and cities are sprawling with low income
households often located on the periphery of urban areas, resulting in limited access to urban
amenities which leads to high travel costs. The three key aspects of sustainable energy – renewable
energy, energy efficiency and access to modern energy for all – have all been ongoing challenges for
the country.
National government has recently undertaken a greenhouse gas mitigation potential analysis for
South Africa (DEA, 2014). The analysis points unequivocally to the decarbonisation of electricity
supply as one of the largest contributions to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions. A more
aggressive decarbonisation of South Africa’s electricity supply sector will therefore have to be
targeted as part of the process of updating the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), to achieve an
absolute reduction in GHG emissions relative to current levels (DEA, 2014).
With cities now being recognised as major national energy consumers (Figure 5) and as important
players in the sustainable energy agenda, the past decade has seen significant shifts in the energy
policy and institutional environment nationally and within local government, as cities are
increasingly taking the sustainable energy imperative to implementation level.
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Figure 5: Metro share of total national energy (left) and petrol and diesel (right) consumption (SEA 2015)5.

2.2.

Tshwane overview

Municipality Profile
The City of Tshwane (CoT) is situated in the Gauteng province. It is classified as a Category A Grade
6 urban municipality by the Municipal Demarcation Board. The Municipality was established in
2000, and in 2011 merged with the Metsweding District, which was a consequence of the Gauteng
Global City Region Strategy to reduce the number of municipalities in Gauteng to four by 2016. The
new CoT is now the single-largest metropolitan municipality in the country, comprising seven
regions, 105 wards and 210 councillors, and one of the biggest in the world.

5

The State of Energy in South African Cities 2015 report assessed the energy data in 8 metros, 7 secondary cities, and 3
smaller towns
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Figure 6: Map showing Tshwane boundaries, indicating areas of highest population density in red (IDP 20112016)

Spatial Form
The CoT's land area increased from approximately 2,198 km2 in 2010 to 6,298 km2 after the
incorporation of Metsweding (Stats SA, 2011). It now covers 39% of the land area of Gauteng
Province. The city suffers from urban sprawl and inequality, which was largely shaped by the
Apartheid legacy, but which persists today - as with most South African metros. Many residents live
in informal settlements that are located far away from the city centre and areas of economic
opportunity.
Population 6
The municipality is highly urbanised; according to Census 2011, urbanisation was calculated to be
92%. The population grew from 2,170,443 to 3,154,853 between 2001 and 2015, an increase of
close to a million people in 14 years (data from City of Tshwane Economic Intelligence Unit). The
growth rate was higher between 2001 and 2006, averaging at 3% and then slowed down in the last
decade with an average growth rate of 2.5% per annum between 2006 and 2015. For the base year
of this study, which is 2013, the population was 3,014,223.
Households
The total number of households increased from 558,663 in 2001 to 994,855 in 2015. There was a
concomitant decrease in the average household size from 3.9 in 2001 to 3.2 in 2015.
6

Population and Household data was provided by the City of Tshwane’s Economic Intelligence Unit
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For the base year of 2013, the number of households was 950,508.
Furthermore, the proportion of informal7 to formal dwellings has declined since 2001 as more
formal households have been built (Figure 7). Despite this drop in percentage share, the number of
informal dwellings in absolute terms has remained relatively constant in the last decade.
In the 2013 base year, the number of formal households was 775,196 and the number of informal
households was 175,314.

Figure 7: Number of formal and informal households between 2001 and 2015

A very large percentage of households in Tshwane have household incomes of R3,200 or less per
month. This category of very-low income households has however reduced from 61% of the total
number of households in 2001 to 48% in 2011. There has been a slight increase in the proportion of
middle- to high-income households between 2001 and 2011 of 1 – 2%. Table 1 shows the income
breakdown of households using Census 2011 data. The income data was not available for recent
years.
Table 1: Household income profile in Tshwane

No. of households per income
group
R0 - R3200 (Very Low)
R3201 - R6400 (Low)
R6401 - R12800 (Lower Middle)
R12801 - R25600 (Upper Middle)
R25601 - R51200 (High)
>R51200 (Very High)

No. of households
2001
2011
371,324
437,415
80,288
120,989
69,247
107,237
52,129
103,399
22,176
84,577
10,861
57,828

Percentage shares
2001
2011
61%
48%
13%
13%
11%
12%
9%
11%
4%
9%
2%
6%

7

An informal dwelling as classified by Stats SA is a makeshift structure not erected according to approved architectural
plans. These structure commonly known as shacks, either free-standing or in a backyard.
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Employment
The city has the highest levels of educated people in the country. There are four universities and
two large research institutions located within its boundaries. Tshwane is the administrative capital
of the country and a large population of educated people are employed by national government
departments. Census 2011 also indicates that most of the city’s population are young people aged
between 30 and 39 years, which presents a great opportunity for innovation and economic growth
to be harnessed within the city.
According to the 2011 census (Stats SA 2011), youth employment is the highest share of the total
number of unemployed people living in Tshwane. The total unemployment rate has decreased from
35% in 2001 to 31% in 2011. Youth unemployment rate has similarly reduced from 41% in 2001 to
33% in 2011.
Economy8
Tshwane has a vibrant and diverse economy, which enables it to contribute at least 26% to
Gauteng’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 9% to the national GDP. The city is a major commercial
and significant industrial centre. Tshwane’s economy is service-based with community services and
government, financial services, wholesale and retail trade and manufacturing being the largest
sectors. Within the manufacturing sector the automotive industry plays a key role. According to
the Automotive Industry Development Centre, the municipality produces 40% of South Africa’s
automotive output. Government and financial sectors however dominate and are key drivers of
economic growth. The GVA growth rate has increased to 4.55% per year between 2001 and 2011
on the back of the strong financial sector.
Tshwane is home to over 130 embassies, representing the second largest global concentration after
Washington D.C.

2.3.

Institutional and regulatory framework relevant to the energy sector

National context
South Africa’s post-1994 energy policy, initiated with the White Paper on Energy Policy (1998), reoriented national approaches to energy towards access to energy for all, energy security and the
inclusion of environmental concerns. It also created a framework towards an unbundling of the
energy sector to open up market opportunities. These intentions have been further elaborated
through the White Paper on Renewable Energy (2004), the National Energy Efficiency Strategy
(2005), the Energy Act (34 of 2008), the Draft Integrated Energy Plan (2012) and the Integrated
Resource Plan of 2010. The new policy emphasis, along with technology developments enabling
decentralised generation, have resulted in an increased role for local government within the arena
of energy management.
The Free Basic Electricity and Free Basic Alternative Energy policies mandate local government to
provide access to free and affordable energy services for the poor. The new national building
regulations to address energy efficiency in the built environment (SANS 204:2008 and Part 10400XA of the National Building Regulations) require local government to implement and enforce the
efficiency requirements through the building plan approval process. NERSA’s 2011 Guideline on
Small-Scale Embedded Generation and its regulations on network charges for third party
8

Sources: EIU undated; Stats SA 2016
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transportation of energy (wheeling framework) further bring local government into the area of
renewable energy development. The Department of Energy has been running, through National
Treasury funding, a Municipal Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management Programme since
2009, and renewable energy projects drawing on municipal waste landfill gas are underway in a
number of leading South African metros.
The country’s national response to climate change (NCCRWP 2011) recognises a role for local
government in implementation of mitigation projects and identifies the South African Local
Government Association (SALGA) as a key support institution. To this end SALGA and the
Department of Environmental Affairs have developed a Guide and Toolkit to assist municipalities to
integrate climate response into municipal development planning (Department of Environment
2012) and SALGA has a Local Government Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Strategy: Status
Quo and Strategy Guide for Local Government (SALGA 2013).
Transport is responsible for a significant proportion of total national energy use, and is therefore a
central component to sustainable energy planning. The key urban centres account for over half of
national transport fuel use (SEA 2015). Mobility and urban form are inextricably linked. Sustainable
transport efforts need to be supported by spatial planning interventions such as urban densification,
potentially along corridors, and the firm holding of appropriate zoning schemes and an urban edge.
Unfortunately, for historical reasons South African cities are sprawling and inadequately serviced
with public transport, resulting in poor mobility for citizens and contributing to our high global and
local emissions profiles. The recent Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF 2015) reflects
an effort to improve the alignment of spatial and transport planning to support the sustainable
development agenda.
Tshwane context
Within this broader national policy context, the CoT developed a first State of Energy report and
Strategy in 2005 and 2006, respectively.9 At this time the work was conducted within the
Environmental Health Department and the strategy intended to function through a cross-sectoral
Sustainable Energy Committee. Ideas raised in the Strategy around the creation of an
institutionalised unit that would combine the (new) functions of Air Quality Control, Climate Change
and Sustainable Energy were superseded by the establishment of the City Sustainability Unit (CSU)
in the Office of the Mayor, in 2013.
With the aim of addressing sustainable development and climate change, this unit provides the
institutional ‘home’ for sustainable energy leadership and management within the City. The location
of the Unit, centrally placed under the Mayor, flanked by the Deputy City Manager: Strategy
Development and Implementation Planning and the Deputy City Manager: Operations and Service
Delivery, offers a strategic opportunity to introduce sustainable energy into the crucial area of
planning, as well as into all functional areas of the City.
The CSU derives its mandate from the Tshwane Vision 2055: Towards a Resilient, Low Carbon and
Resource Efficient City. Under the leadership of the Chief Sustainability Specialist, the Unit has two
operational areas which reflect the policy framework (notably the Framework for a Green Economy
Transition, 2015): Mitigation and Adaptation. In line with the City’s Framework for a Green Economy
Transition, the area of Sustainable Energy is held within the operational matrix of Mitigation. The
City’s sustainable energy goals are detailed as moving towards a lower carbon city with greater
9

These were both undertaken by Africon and Menyetla for the Municipality.
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access to affordable, safe, clean energy for all. A set of initial strategic priorities and actions are also
listed here. In addition, Tshwane has recently developed a Climate Change Response Plan (Tshwane
2015b) which is informed by the Vulnerability Assessment to Climate Change (SACN 2014), the
annual Greenhouse Gas Inventory (Tshwane 2014b) and this State of Energy Report. Important
areas of adaptation focus reflected in the Framework for a Green Economy Transition (2015) include
sustainable agriculture and food security, community health and social development, ecosystem
goods and services, and agriculture and food security.
A number of City departments are already engaged in sustainable energy actions. Taking forward
the City’s aspirations relating to sustainable energy, the following departments will need to be
further engaged:









Energy and Electricity
Water and Sanitation
City Planning and Development
Housing and Human Settlement
Economic Development
Transport
Environmental Management
Health and Social Development

Support functions will need to be held within:





2.4.

Financial Services
Research and Innovation
Corporate and Shared Services
Communications, Marketing and Events.

Current energy projects and programmes

The current sustainable energy data and strategy initiatives underway will enhance and further
detail a strategic direction. Over the years a number of important sustainable energy actions have
been implemented across the City. Key activities or frameworks are listed below, with ‘gaps’ or areas
that require attention discussed later in this report:
Policy and regulation




The Green Building Development By-law with mandatory green building development
standards and the Green Buildings Incentive scheme to encourage new buildings to surpass
the mandatory standards and adopt the promoted standards.
The Tshwane Compaction and Densification Strategy aimed at addressing the need for
densification and compaction within the Tshwane metropolitan area.
Non-Motorised Transport Strategy which hopes to elevate NMT as a core means of travel.

Implementation
Household energy access
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The piloting of the Free Basic Alternative Energy (FBAE) subsidy in the Winterveld household
gas project. This was led by the Electricity and Energy Department.
The National Department of Energy funded the roll-out of 22,175 low pressure 100L solar
water heaters in low income communities between 2009 and 2014. The City of Tshwane still
has a backlog of approximately 224,877 low cost houses that still require installations. The
National Department of Energy funding has been halted10.

City ‘own’ energy efficiency
 Participation of the Tshwane Electricity and Energy Department in the national Department
of Energy managed Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management (EEDSM) Programme.
This has included:
o Replacing 125W Mercury Vapour lamps with 70W High Pressure Sodium lamps in
30,338 street lights
o Replacing 54W incandescent lamps with 9W LED lamps at 296 traffic light
intersections
o Replacing 56W T8 fluorescent lamps with 36W T5 fluorescent lamps in 98 municipal
buildings. This includes Mini Munitoria, a satellite civic centre in Atteridgeville, and
Balebogeng Primary School in Mamelodi.
o Purchasing 10 electric vehicles for municipal fleet.
Renewable energy development11
 Small hydro reservoir pilot exists
 Facilitation, through wheeling agreement, of the 4.6MW biogas-to-power IPP project at
Bronkhorstspruit.
Planned:
 Exploration of landfill methane gas–to-power is underway
 Large solar PV plant feasibility is under consideration.
Sustainable transport initiatives
There are several sustainable transport initiatives already underway in Tshwane, as outlined in the
Comprehensive Integrated Transport Plan (CITP) of 2015. Amongst the most significant are:







CNG busses – Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) busses are being procured for the A Re Yeng
Bus Rapid Transit fleet, and filling stations are planned. There is also potential to extend the
CNG rollout to taxis and municipal fleet, as CNG is cheaper and lower carbon than
conventional fuels.
Green Fleet – Euro 5 standard busses have been purchased and are operating on trunk and
feeder routes.
Electric vehicles – the municipality has purchased 10 electric vehicles for its corporate fleet,
although an adequate network of charging stations presents a challenge.
Promotion of public transport via the Tshwane Bus Service initiative.
Prioritisation of the Integrated Public Transport Network, consideration of Non-Motorised
Transport (NMT) and Travel Demand Management Strategy options, and highlighting the
need for integrating spatial and transport planning in the CITP.

10

An Energy Efficiency and Conservation presentation by Mokale Rasetlola from the City of Tshwane on 8 February
2016.
11
More details are provided under ‘Renewable Energy’ in the ‘Energy Supply’ chapter later in the report.
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Partnerships and learning networks



Tshwane are active participants within national and global learning networks and climate
reporting platforms, such as ICLEI and C40 (globally) and the local SEA-SALGA-SACN Urban
Energy network and the SACN Transport Working Group, amongst others.
Tshwane is also a member of the national Green Building Council South Africa and Green
Building Leadership Initiative.

3. Methodology for establishing the energy picture12
Energy data was collected for the financial year 2013/14 or as close as possible to this year (e.g.
calendar year of 2013). One of the reasons for this base year selection was that this is the year for
which the most recent disaggregated liquid fuel data was available from the Department of Energy.
Electricity data
Electricity sales data by main sector was sourced from Eskom and the City of Tshwane for the
municipal area. The Eskom to Municipal distribution split is roughly 20:80, with municipality
distributing the bulk of electricity. For the municipal sales data, the Billing Department at the City of
Tshwane used the tariff as a guideline to assign sales in kilowatt hour (kWh) to different sectors, e.g.
sales on the Domestic tariff were assigned to the residential sector.
For the residential sector, electricity sales data was further broken down into income brackets using
a bottom-up approach since this could not be done by simply using the sales data by tariff. Firstly,
the income categories were selected (Table 2) using a combination of two data sources:




Living Standards Measure (LSM) categories from the South African Audience Research
Foundation (2011), which includes a description of settlement and dwelling type, the
average monthly income (which was matched closely to Census 2011 income), and the level
of access to services and appliance ownership.
Electricity consumption estimates for different income groups using the Pre-Electrification
Tool (Dekenah, 2014).

Table 2: Selection of income categories
Income
Category

LSM
group

Settlement and
dwelling type

Monthly household
Income (2011 Rand)

Very low
income

1 to 4

Small urban/rural.

R0 – R3 200

Shack, matchbox13
and traditional hut.

Estimated
electricity
consumption
(kWh/hh/mth)
180

Access to services
and appliance
ownership
Minimal access to
service.
Radio, TV, electric
hotplate

12

A more detailed methodology is given in the Appendices.
A ‘matchbox’ is a term used to describe the small subsidised house (20 – 34 m2) built during the early stages of the
South African government’s Reconstruction and Development programme. The more recent houses built under the
Breaking New Ground programme are larger (40m2)
13
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Income
Category

LSM
group

Settlement and
dwelling type

Monthly household
Income (2011 Rand)

Low income

5 to 6

Small urban/rural.

R3 201 – R6 400

Estimated
electricity
consumption
(kWh/hh/mth)
250

7

House,
matchbox/matchbox
improved.
Large urban.

R6 400 – R12 800

400

R12 801 – R25 600

600

Lower middle
income

House/townhouse,
cluster house
Upper middle
income

8 to 9

Urban
(no description of
dwelling)

High income

Very high
income

10

Urban

R25 601 – R51 200

800

10

(no description of
dwelling)
Urban

>R51 200

1000

(no description of
dwelling)

Access to services
and appliance
ownership
Low access to
services.
TV sets, hifi/radio, stove,
fridge.
Full access to
services.
Medium
ownership of
durables.
Full access to
services.
Medium to high
ownership of
durables.
Full access to
services.
High ownership of
durables.
Full access to
services.
Very high
ownership of
durables.

Secondly, average monthly consumption was further broken down into appliance end-uses for each
income group. See Appendix 8.3.
Coal data
Coal data for CoT was very difficult to source, as this sector is deregulated and no centralised locallevel coal data repository exists. National figures are available from the Department of Energy
national energy balances, but these data are not disaggregated to a municipal level.
Local coal data requires either extracting the data from a municipality's air quality department (past
experience has shown this data to be unreliable)14 or through telephonic interviews with the main
consumers of coal in the area (who are not always willing to divulge this information). Coal use in
the residential sector was estimated by assigning the use of 30 kg per household per month 15 for
those households that use coal for either space heating or cooking ; ascertained from the Census
2011 (Stats SA, 2011). Coal use in the industrial and commercial sectors was extracted from the
National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory System (NAEIS) for Tshwane municipality.
Liquid fuel data
Liquid fuel (diesel, petrol, Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG), Heavy Furnace Oil (HFO), paraffin, jet fuel
and aviation gas) sales data by magisterial district by trade category was sourced from Department
of Energy (DoE). Unfortunately, magisterial district boundaries do not align with municipal area
14

Cross-checks with industries, through telephonic interviews in one metro indicated that fuel consumption (hence
emissions) was substantially under-reported (SEA, 2014)
15
Sustainable Energy Africa recently conducted a household energy-use survey for Gauteng Province in four informal
settlements where coal consumption averaged at 30kg per month per household over the year, considering seasonality
(Gauteng Province 2015).
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boundaries. Fuel sales were assigned to the City of Tshwane municipal area according to the
percentage area overlap between the local municipality and the magisterial districts. Trade
categories were used as a guide in assigning fuel to sectors where possible, e.g. paraffin sold under
the "Farmers" and "Agricultural Co-Ops" trade categories was assigned to the agricultural sector.
Difficulties arose in cases where trade categories were not very descriptive, e.g. "General dealers."
In such cases, fuels were assigned to sectors based on communication with suppliers (as in the case
of LPG).
Local government data
Local government sector energy data availability depends on staff capacity to provide this data and
whether the city has metering infrastructure in place. This data is either absent or under-reported
in most years. For these reasons, coal data in particular was inadequate, and no real trend analysis
could take place for coal and the local government sector.
Electricity data gathering for the local government sector is problematic, with electricity
consumption for municipal operations being captured under the commercial sector sales data and
therefore is not separable. For the City’s greenhouse gas inventory of 2013/14, the metering and
invoicing department applied assumptions to the best of their knowledge in order to derive an
electricity consumption by service sector. One of the known assumptions is that street lighting and
traffic lighting are about 1% of commercial sector sales (the figure reflected includes the direct
Eskom supply). This method of data gathering needs to be improved. To do this, a reworking of the
billing and the internal metering system is needed in order to capture total municipal electricity
sales figure more accurately.
Industrial sector data
A detailed data picture for the industrial sector is difficult to obtain due to confidentiality issues and
the diversity of industries in existence. This problem has been consistently encountered in city
energy data gathering work over the past decade. General information is available however (such
as Fleiter & Eichhammer, 2011) which enables a more detailed energy picture for Tshwane’s
industry to be estimated, and enables at least broad projections and identification of basic
interventions to promote sustainable energy.
Main data sources
The table below indicates the main energy consumption data sources.
Table 3: Main data sources
Data
Electricity
Coal
Diesel
Petrol
LPG
HFO
Paraffin
Jet fuel
Aviation gasoline

Source
Eskom, City of Tshwane
State of Energy in South Africa Cities 2015, Stats SA
Department of Energy
Department of Energy
Department of Energy
Department of Energy
Department of Energy
Department of Energy
Department of Energy

Further details on the data collection methodology can be found in Appendix State of Energy Data
Collecting Process8.2.
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4. Energy Status Quo
This section of the report provides the current energy data profile of CoT and discusses key aspects
and drivers of the energy profile. The overall picture is presented, trends based on data records are
assessed, and the data and drivers within each sector are detailed.

4.1.

Key data and indicators

The tables below show the total energy consumption for CoT, in both native units (Table 4) and in
energy units (Table 5). The transport fuels and electricity consumption are shown to be the major
energy sources for the City. The data is presented graphically later in the report.
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Table 4: Tshwane energy balance 2013/14 (native units)
Energy balance, City of Tshwane, 2013/14: native units

Energy Source and unit
TOTAL SUPPLY
Electricity
national
transmission grid
Liquid fuel distributors
Coal distributors
TOTAL CONSUMPTION
Residential sector
Commercial sector
Industrial sector

Electricity
(kWh)
12,042,262,594
12,042,262,594
12,042,262,594
3,567,724,446
1,980,011,651
4,371,757,922

Petrol
(L)
962,727,434

Diesel
(L)
762,287,876

Paraffin
(L)
4,967,452

Liquid
Petroleum Gas
(L)
10,837,193

Heavy
Furnace Oil
(L)
4,590,533

962,727,434
-

762,287,876
762,287,876
-

4,967,452
3,602,508
-

10,837,193
10,837,193
4,876,737
4,876,737
1,083,719
-

4,590,533

-

4,590,533
4,590,533
-

Coal
(kg)
117,896,500

Jet Fuel
(L)
7,303,495

Aviation
Gasoline
(L)
1,388,950

-

7,303,495

1,388,950

117,896,500
117,896,500
2,928,960
1,308,960
113,658,580

7,303,495
7,303,495

-

1,388,950
-

1,388,950
Transport sector
70,855,257 962,727,434
762,279,359
5,946,000
Local Government
297,459,006
8,517
Agriculture
352,860,735
1,364,944
Losses
1,401,593,577
% Losses
14%
Note: Electricity losses included for municipal distribution only: paraffin in agriculture may be used for non-energy purposes (e.g. fertilizer); all transport related petrol and diesel
consumption has been allocated to the corporate transport sector, while government vehicle fleet has been left under Local Government; LPG use in Tshwane’s industrial sector is
reflected as 10% of total LPG consumption – this is an assumption based on consultation with retailers who stated that natural gas supplied by Sasol is more commonly used but
these figures could not be sourced
Data Sources:
Electricity – Eskom and City of Tshwane
Liquid Fuels (excl. LPG) – South Africa Petroleum Industry Association (SAPIA) via Department of Energy; City of Tshwane Fleet Management provided vehicle fleet petrol and diesel
consumption
LPG – own bottom-up calculations in consultation with Kayagas to derive consumption estimates. SAPIA figures were too low according to Kayagas.
Coal – City of Tshwane
Local government diesel consumption (generators) taken from GreenHouse Gas Inventory 2013/4 being developed by Ecometrix (report not yet published).
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Table 5: Tshwane energy balance 2013/14 (gigajoules)
Energy balance, City of Tshwane, 2013/14: Gigajoules
Energy Source and unit
Electricity
Petrol
TOTAL SUPPLY
Electricity
national
transmission grid
Liquid fuel distributors
Coal distributors
TOTAL CONSUMPTION
Residential sector
Commercial sector
Industrial sector
Transport sector
Local Government
Agriculture
Losses
% Losses
Conversion
Factors
(GJ/unit)

Diesel

Paraffin

Liquid
Petroleum Gas

Heavy Furnace
Oil

Coal

Jet Fuel

Aviation
Gasoline

43,352,145

32,925,278

29,043,168

183,796

289,353

190,966

3,009,373

250,510

47,085

43,352,145
38,434,280
13,178,483
7,128,042
15,738,329
255,079
1,070,852
1,270,299
5,045,737
14%
0.0036
GJ/kWh

32,925,278
32,925,278
32,925,278

29,043,168
29,043,168
29,042,844
324
0.0381
GJ/Lit

183,796
183,796
133,293
50,503
0.037
GJ/Lit

289,353
289,353
130,209
130,209
28,935
0.0267
GJ/Lit

190,966

-

250,510

47,085

0.0342
GJ/Lit

190,966

190,966
0.0416
GJ/Lit

3,009,373
3,009,373
71,174
31,808
2,761,903
0.0243
GJ/kg

250,510
250,510
0.0343
GJ/Lit

-

47,085
47,085
0.0339
GJ/Lit

The greenhouse gas emissions implications of CoT’s energy consumption is shown in the below table, indicating the predominance of electricity as the
major emitter.
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Table 6: Tshwane energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions by fuel 2013/14
Energy consumption and greenhouse gas-related emissions, City of Tshwane, 2013/14
Energy Source
GJ
tCO2e
43,352,145
Electricity
12,403,530
3,009,373
Coal
304,489
32,925,278
Petrol
2,192,811
29,043,168
Diesel
2,059,967
183,796
Paraffin
12,805
289,353
Liquid Petroleum Gas
17,582
190,966
Heavy Furnace Oil
13,632
250,510
Jet Fuel
18,376
47,085
Aviation Gasoline
3,063
Totals
109,291,675
17,026,256

A range of key information and energy indicators are shown in Table 7. These both provide a current
quick reference as well as facilitating comparisons with future energy profiling exercises.
Table 7: Tshwane key annual energy indicators 2013/14
Energy indicators, City of Tshwane, 2013/14
Population
City of Tshwane population
Total number of households
Average household size
Population density (persons per km2)
Economy and socio-economic factors
Unemployment rates
Poverty (% households earning <R3,200/month)
Gross Value Added (GVA) (constant 2005 ZAR millions)
Energy and Emissions
Total energy consumption (GJ)
Total energy-related GHG emissions (tCO2e) (excludes waste)
Energy consumption per capita
Energy related GHG emissions per capita (excludes waste)
Energy intensity (GJ/GVA R millions)
Municipal energy consumption in facilities and operations
Energy consumption (GJ)
Energy-related GHG emissions (tCO2e)
Electricity (kWh)
Petrol and diesel consumption in vehicle fleet (L)
Solid Waste
Solid waste generated (tonnes)
Waste per capita (kg p.a.)
Household energy and energy poverty
Electrified households
Households receiving 100kWh free basic electricity (FBE)
Households earning <R3200/month (indigent households)
Indigent households with access to electricity
Maximum possible share of electrified indigent households
accessing FBE (households earning <R3,200/month)
Transport and mobility
Non-motorised transport (NMT) as portion of all work trips
Public-vehicle transport as portion of all motorised work trips
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Situation
3,014,223
950,508
3.2
484

Data Year
2013
2013
2013
2013

31%
48%
R181,908

2011
2011
2013

109,291,675
17,026,256
36.3
5.6
600.8

2013/14
2013/14
2013/14
2013/14
2013/14

2,171,993
586,687
214,313,000
4,277,024

2013/14
2013/14
2013/14
2013/14

3,582
1,188

2013/14
2013/14

848,300
43,513
437,415
350,991

2013
2014/15
2011
2011

31%

2011

30%
47%

2011
2013
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4.2.

Tshwane energy overview

The major fuels supplying the City of Tshwane municipality are fossil-based fuels, namely petrol,
diesel and coal-derived electricity.

Figure 8: Energy consumption and emissions by fuel (2013/14)

Figure 9: Energy consumption and emissions by sector (2013/14)

More than half of the energy consumption is attributed to fuels used largely in the transport sector,
i.e. diesel and petrol. Hence, the transport sector dominates the energy consumption picture. This
is largely as a result of the sprawling nature of South African cities16, leading to increased average
travel distances and inadequate public transport services, with heavier reliance on private vehicles.
Diesel and petrol do not produce as much emissions per unit energy when compared to electricity,
which is why the transport sector contributes proportionally less to the emissions picture.
Electricity, largely used by the built environment (commercial, residential and industrial sectors),
makes up the majority of the remaining energy consumption. Roughly 90% of South Africa's
16

In contrast, a more dense city would reduce travel distances and make public transport more feasible (note that
densification of urban areas is a key intervention in support of sustainable cities - for example see IUDF 2015, SALGA
2013 - and does not imply an increase in the number of residential units in total, but merely the densification of these
units into targeted areas).
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electricity is produced by large coal-fired power stations, making it a very "dirty" emission-intensive
energy source. As a result, electricity contributes a proportionally higher amount of emissions when
compared to other fuels.
Hence the transport sector needs to be a significant focus in reducing energy consumption in
Tshwane, and electricity-consuming sectors such as the residential, commercial and industrial
sectors need to be a focus to impact on greenhouse gas emissions. Yet both focus areas are required
to make substantial impacts on either energy consumption or emissions profiles.
Comparison to other South African metros
Data on average metro energy consumption and emissions by fuel and sector was obtained from
the State of Energy in South African Cities 2015 (SEA 2015).

Figure 10: Energy consumption and emission by fuel in an average metro (2011)

Figure 11: Energy consumption and emissions by sector in an average metro (2011)

With regards to energy consumption and emissions by fuel, Tshwane is very similar to a typical
metro, with electricity, diesel and petrol as the major fuels being consumed, and a dominant
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transport sector17. The largest differences is the absence of international marine fuels (since
Tshwane does not have a port and is being compared to a metro average that includes the major
ports of Durban and Cape Town) and the insignificance of jet fuels and aviation gasoline (the major
airports in Gauteng area, O. R. Tambo and Lanseria, are situated in other metros - Ekurhuleni and
Johannesburg respectively). However with the launch of Wonderboom Airport for scheduled
domestic flights in October 2015, CoT’s aviation footprint will increase in future.

4.3.

Energy trends and indicators

Historical Tshwane energy consumption data was extracted from the State of Energy in South
African Cities reports for 2006, 2011 and 2015, which contained data for the years of 2004, 2007
and 2011 respectively. This was compared to the latest data collection year (2013/14). Note that
data is only displayed for these years, with linear interpolation between these points in the graphs
below.
The energy consumption trends since 2004 are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The initial graphs
in these figures show high variability with regard to liquid fuel use data (petrol and diesel) and,
hence, the transport sector (which is the main user of petrol and diesel). This is caused by the fact
that Tshwane's municipal boundaries changed substantially after 2011, incorporating Metsweding
District Municipality. To compare petrol and diesel energy consumption over time, the sales data
for 2004 until 2011 was adjusted to be in line with the current Tshwane municipal boundaries. The
trends visible in the second ‘liquid fuel adjusted’ graphs in these figures thus illustrate more
meaningful, actual trends.
The electricity data used in Figure 12 and Figure 13 represents only that obtained from the original
Tshwane metro area (i.e. it does not include the Metsweding area in any of the years), therefore it
is comparable over time. No electricity losses data were available for 2004 and 2007.
The commercial and industrial sectors' data was amalgamated in 2004. It was assumed that the
energy consumption split between these two sectors in 2004 was similar to that in 2007.

17

For comparisons with other metros, see SEA (2015)
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Figure 12: Energy consumption by fuel over time in Tshwane
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Figure 13: Energy consumption by sector over time in Tshwane

Figure 12 illustrates that electricity consumption growth slowed considerably after 2007 and has
declined between 2011 and 2013/14. This trend has been observed in other metropolitan
municipalities18 and is most likely a result of load-shedding and a strong demand-side response to
the above-inflation electricity tariff increases from 2008 onwards.
In contrast to electricity consumption, the consumption of transport fuels (petrol and diesel
combined) has increased overall (Figure 13). The increase was stronger initially (at an average of 23% per annum between 2004 and 2011), but seems to have stalled recently (with an annual average
growth below 0.5%).
Petrol consumption declined slightly from 2011 to 2013/14 (Figure 12). It may be due, in part, to a
change in the proportion of the vehicle stock that consumes diesel, but, considering diesel
consumption did not grow strongly between 2011 and 2013/14 either, it may be a demand response
18

State of Energy in South African Cities, 2015
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from private individuals - considering that petrol is largely consumed by private vehicles (cars),
whilst diesel is consumed by freight as well as private vehicles. In other words, petrol consumption
is largely driven by private individuals, whilst diesel consumption is driven by economic factors
(freight) and is probably less flexible in the face of any price increases. A demand response by
individuals may take the form of behaviour change (e.g. car-pooling), modal shift (e.g. from car to
bus) or the buying of more efficient vehicles (e.g. smaller vehicles and the growing range of vehicles
with fuel-efficiency technologies).
Diesel and petrol prices have increased by an average of roughly 5% per annum above inflation
between 2002 and 2014.19 This is not as high as the recent electricity price increases, at an average
of 14% p.a. above inflation between 2008/09 and 2015/16. Consumption of petrol is sensitive to a
consumer's financial position (Boshoff 2012). Given the 2008 recession and slower economic growth
since, and the fact that households' incomes are being squeezed by above-inflation price increases,
this may account for slower-than-expected growth of liquid fuel consumption.
It must be emphasised that the above-mentioned liquid fuel trends may be impacted to some
degree by data variability and data input errors.20
The variability in the residential sector's energy consumption (in particular the dip in 2011) as
illustrated in Figure 13 is probably due to two factors. The first is linked to data and methodological
variability, especially with regards to the allocation of LPG, paraffin and coal use in this sector, e.g.
LPG use was assigned using a top-down approach in the 2011 dataset (a percentage of total LPG
sales was allocated to the residential sector), but was calculated using a bottom-up approach in the
2013/14 year (calculated as the product of an assumed LPG energy use per household by income
band and the total number of households in each income band). The second reason is a potential
link with the 2008 recession. This may be behind the consumption dip in all other sectors aside from
transport. The dip in the residential sector is particularly large, as it is likely that the effect was
compounded by the first factor mentioned above.
The combined commercial and industrial sectors' energy consumption has not varied greatly over
the years (see Figure 13), but the commercial sector appears to become more dominant. This may
be a result of better data, allowing a more nuanced allocation of energy consumption by sector, or
a shift in the economic structure. There has been an increase in the proportion of GVA generated
by financial services (attributed to the commercial sector) largely at the expense of the
manufacturing sector (attributed to the industrial sector). These GVA trends are shown in Figure 14.

19

Sources: Fuel prices over time from Department of Energy and Consumer Price Index (CPI) from Stats SA
The most significant uncertainties come from non-Gaussian factors (discontinuities from errors and other integrity
problems in the national database, including undocumented depot closures and openings). This situation does not lend
itself to significant improvement from statistical analysis. There is a discussion on data quality and drivers in a recent
report which scrutinised the national transport fuel database (DEA 2016).
20
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Figure 14: Economy of Tshwane over time21

Historical trends in key indicators are compared in the graphs below.

Figure 15: Energy consumption vs. economy

21

Source: Quantec data (as received from National Treasury)
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Figure 16: Energy consumption vs. population

In the past, energy consumption has been linked closely to that of economic growth. Economic
growth forecasts would therefore be used to forecast energy demand, e.g. one of the key inputs to
the IRP's power plant build requirements is national economic growth forecasts.
The relationship between energy consumption and economic growth has changed in recent years,
from one where economic growth occurs together with an increase in energy consumption, to one
where economic growth still takes place despite a slowing and then decrease in energy consumption
(see Figure 15). This phenomenon is known as "decoupling." Currently trends have not been
observed for long enough to indicate whether this reflects an absolute decoupling (i.e. growth takes
place while energy use does not grow or even declines) or relative decoupling (where energy use
still increases, but merely at a slower rate than economic growth). Whether absolute energy
decoupling and associated carbon emissions decoupling is feasible for a developing country is an
area of debate22. Direct observation of the data so far however shows a measure of energy
decoupling, which may be the result of the de-industrialisation of the economy (e.g. a shift from
manufacturing to less energy intensive services such as finance23) and energy efficiency (potentially
driven by energy costs).
Similarly, energy consumption and population growth are also ‘decoupling’ (Figure 16).
The result of decoupling is a decrease in the energy intensity of the economy and populace, i.e. a
decrease in energy used per person or per Rand value created (see Figure 17 and Figure 18
respectively).

22
23

For example see Bithas and Kalimeris 2013; GCEC 2014; Burton 2015 for different perspectives.
However this may just be a localized effect – with goods consumed in the area merely being manufactured elsewhere.
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Figure 17: Energy intensity of Tshwane's population

Figure 18: Energy intensity of Tshwane's economy

This trend is mirrored in other metros, largely as a result of a decrease in the amount of electricity
used (SEA 2015).

4.4.

Energy supply

Electricity
The primary energy supply of South Africa continues to be dominated by coal with more than 90%
of electricity and a third of liquid fuels derived from coal (EIA 2015). As a result of this heavy reliance
on coal, South Africa is the 15th-largest emitter of carbon dioxide globally24.
24

This counts only emissions from fossil fuels and cement production (i.e. no land-use change emissions). Also excludes
emissions from international shipping and bunker fuels. Source: EU EDGAR (Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric
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In 2013/14, the City of Tshwane purchased all its electricity from Eskom, while its own thermal
power stations – Rooiwal and Pretoria-West (with a total of 480MW25 capacity) – are out of service.
The total purchase in 2013/14 was 9,832 GWh26. Between 2008/09 and 2011/12, the Tshwanebased coal power stations supplied between 5 – 9% of the total electricity supply to the municipality.
Total electricity purchases remained relatively constant between 2008/2009 and 2014/15, with only
a 2% decrease in 2014/15. This trend is reflected in many South African metros (SEA 2015), and is
attributed to the economic downturn and steep electricity price increases from 2008, as well as the
widespread load shedding crisis across South African cities (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Total electricity purchases in the City of Tshwane

CoT presently has eleven infeed substations where bulk electricity is purchased from Eskom; the
total capacity is close to 2 000 MVA27. The City has a twenty year ‘Bulk Electricity Master Plan’ to
boost its power capacity at a number of substations in Regions 1 to 7 to meet the growing demand
in the City and continue to stimulate economic growth. Examples include the upgrade of a
substation in the Industrial Hub in Region 1 from 20MVA to 120MVA to cater for the future growth
of the area (City of Tshwane, 2014).
Liquid Fuels
Oil is the main natural resource that fuels the global economy. South Africa imports the majority of
its crude oil from countries like Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Angola and Ghana and has no proven oil
reserves and only small gas reserves of its own (DOE, 2015). Petroleum products are locally refined
Research) database created by European Commission and Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency released in
2014.
25
‘MW’ refers to installed generation capacity (or demand if used in a different context). ‘GWh’ refers to energy
produced or purchased (Example: 1MW of power generated for 1000 hrs will yield 1000MWh or 1 GWh).
26
Note that this figure is not the total consumed by all customers in the Tshwane municipal boundary, as some areas
are Eskom-supplied (see the energy balance and other areas of the report for total figures).
27
MVA is similar to MW, in that they are both units of electrical energy. MVA (apparent power) refers to the electrical
energy that is supplied in Volt-Amp terms, MW (actual power) to the energy consumption at the end-use. The difference
is referred to as the power factor. A power factor of 1 is ideal, and would mean that MVA=MW. A power factor of
around 0.98 is common.
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from imported crude oil (supplying around 60% of the total oil demand) and the rest of the demand
is met by coal-to-liquid (CTL) synthetic fuels, and gas-to-liquid (GTL) synthetic fuels. The petroleum
products considered in this study include petrol, diesel, paraffin, LPG, heavy furnace oil, aviation
gasoline and jet fuel. The South African Petroleum Industries Association (SAPIA) reports liquid-fuel
sales data to the Department of Energy on a monthly basis.
Liquid fuels meet 57% of energy demand in the City of Tshwane (Figure 20). Petrol and diesel
dominate the liquid fuel energy market (cumulatively comprise 99% of total liquid fuel use); all other
liquid fuels such as LPG, HFO, aviation gasoline and jet fuel (there were no major airports28) made
up a mere 1% of liquid fuel demand in Tshwane in 2013/14 (Figure 21).

Figure 20: Energy demand by fuel type 2013/14

Figure 21: Breakdown of liquid fuels in Tshwane 2013/14

In the average metropolitan municipality including the City of Tshwane, the transport sector has the
highest demand for energy and is dominated by petrol and diesel (SEA 2015). Figure 22 below shows
the growing demand for petrol and diesel in South Africa between 2002 and 2013. Between 2006
and 2013 South Africa relied heavily on imported petrol and diesel to meet its growing demand, as

28

Wonderboom Airport is open for scheduled passenger flights, but only since October 2015.
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local production decreased (DoE, 2015). This situation has left South Africa more vulnerable to
international price fluctuations.
Gauteng Province has the highest share of petrol (36%) and diesel (23%) consumption in the
country. Between 2002 and 2013, petrol and diesel retail consumption in Gauteng grew above the
national average. This growth is strongly linked to economic growth. As one of the major metros
and economic hubs in the province, Tshwane drives a significant portion of this growth, along with
the City of Johannesburg and Ekurhuleni.

Figure 22: South Africa’s supply and demand of petrol and diesel 2002 – 2013

Piped gas
There is renewed interest in South Africa to explore the potential for piped natural gas as a cleaner,
more cost-effective energy alternative. This is linked to the supply possibilities emerging from shale
gas mainly, but also coal-bed methane, local offshore gas fields and those in Mozambique.
Johannesburg’s City Power has recently undertaken an assessment of the potential for piped natural
gas use (CoJ 2015), including likely costs, supply scenarios, markets and infrastructure demands.
The report indicates that natural gas may hold potential in the longer-term, but the most likely
short-term natural gas supplies are likely to be imported gas, which will be landed at the coastal
terminals and will probably be largely used for power generation onto the national grid. At present
there is no surplus of gas in Gauteng, and while Mozambique gas fields and shale gas may become
available in future, this is likely to take a decade or more due to field development timeframes as
well as capacity constraints on the Mozambique pipeline.
Overall, therefore, significant natural gas supply expansion is not an obvious short- or medium-term
option for Gauteng, and should it prove attractive and feasible it is likely that the necessary
development of markets and infrastructure will require substantial capital and expertise. This may
not match the strengths of local government, although this can be more fully explored should the
potential for gas supply improve.
Renewable Energy
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In its Framework for a Green Economy Transition (Tshwane 2015) CoT noted a range of ambitions
with regard to renewable energy and energy efficiency/conservation29.
In recent years, the viability of a range of renewable energy options has improved significantly,
partly due to steep grid electricity price increases, but also because of an increased imperative
around the need for sustainable, low carbon energy. Nationally, the impressive REIPP programme
has changed the perception of renewables in the country, and the range of renewable energy
options that are being pursued by municipalities is increasing. In Tshwane, the following options
are either in operation or being considered:
Biogas-to-electricity: Bronkhorstspruit Biogas Project
This biogas-to-electricity generation plant developed by Bio2Watt produced its first power into the
national grid in October 2015. It has an installed capacity of 4.6 MW, and an anticipated initial 20year life span. The project is based on a cattle farm 40km from central Tshwane and uses the cattle
manure as feedstock, as well as fresh produce and food waste. They also have an agreement to
collect organic waste from the City, which may contribute to feedstock. The City and Eskom wheel30
the power, and the off-taker is BMW.
Solar PV – rooftop
Due to falling solar photovoltaic (PV) prices globally and rising local grid power prices, there has
been an acceleration of rooftop solar PV installations. Municipalities are handling this flood of
applications in different ways, and several have raised concerns around revenue losses, technical
complications or administrative load. The National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) is in
the process of standardising technical and financial approaches to such systems, and these
guidelines are expected during 2016. Tshwane has no formal process of accepting such installations,
although it is known that several such systems are in existence. During 2016/17 Tshwane intends
to develop a clear policy, tariff and guidelines in this regard, as a few other cities have done. At least
one solar PV service provider offers to install such systems on a client’s roof but retain ownership
and sell the electricity to the client at a cheaper rate than grid power. 31
Solar PV – ground-mounted
Tshwane is looking into possibilities for larger ground-mounted solar PV systems (between 1 and
40MW), including at Jobarne farm, Rooiwal32 and AFKRO33.
Sewage methane from City wastewater treatment works
Tshwane does not have any wastewater-to-electricity plants at present. The below table is
extracted from a study assessing the electricity generation potential from wastewater treatment
plants in 9 different municipalities. It suggests that electricity generation from some of Tshwane’s
sites looks promising, and could generate around 4MW of power.

29

These ambitions were aligned to the National Green Economy Accord and Gauteng Integrated Energy Strategy targets.
Wheeling power – using the City’s and Eskom’s network (for a fee) to transfer the power from the generator to the
customer.
31
SAPVIA article: Innovent and Powerway PV SA Set To Revolutionize The Solar Rooftop Powergeneration Market in SA
and The Rest of Africa. http://www.sapvia.co.za/innovent-and-powerway-pv-sa-set-to-revolutionize-the-solar-rooftoppowergeneration-market-in-sa-and-the-rest-of-africa/ [Accessed March 2016].
32
Presentation by MMC Pillay on The Greening of Tshwane’s Economy (launch of Tshwane’s green economy research
network, 24 November 2015).
33
Framework for a Green Economy Transition 2015.
30
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Table 8: Biogas to electricity potential in Tshwane wastewater treatment plants34
Municipality:
City of Tshwane
Households (2011)
911,536
Green drop score (2011)
64%
Average inflow of water at the time
of the study (ML/day)
220
Digestors
yes
Theoretical installed capacity from
sludge (kW) at identified Waste
Water Treatment Works (WWTW)
4,000
Comment on potential
Potential exists in several WWTW

Hydropower
A 15 kW hydropower system has been operating at Tshwane’s Pierre van Ryneveld reservoir since
2011. The Annlin reservoir is also being considered as a hydro pilot project. In addition, the City is
exploring the potential of installing hydroelectric generators in water pipes where large amounts of
energy are dissipated with control valve systems.
Landfill gas potential
The Waste division currently manages five operational landfill sites. An additional three landfill sites
have been closed in recent years due to having reached their maximum capacity. According to the
latest Integrated Waste Management Plan the city disposes some 3 million tons of waste each year.
There is thus huge pressure towards waste minimisation as landfill space is running out.
In terms of power generation potential, the expert ‘rule of thumb’ indicates an approximate 100,000
ton of domestic waste in a landfill may equate 1 MW of capacity (experience in Durban,
Johannesburg and Ekurhuleni indicate that this is a broadly useful benchmark, but the figure varies
significantly depending on local conditions35). The indication is, however, that there may be a
sizeable power potential within Tshwane’s landfill sites – possibly as much as 20 – 25MW (similar to
the City of Johannesburg scale of landfill gas to electricity project underway36).
Solar Water Heater rollout
Solar water heaters are a very significant component of a sustainable energy strategy due to their
technical maturity and cost-effectiveness. Within the National Treasury fiscal programme37 funded
from 2009/10 allocations (managed via Eskom), CoT was awarded R104 million and implemented
15 094 systems in low-income households in the communities of Winterveldt, Rosslyn and
Olievenhoutbosch.
There is substantial scope for widespread rollout of this technology in all housing income groups.
All new middle- and high-income households are obliged to provide efficient water heating in terms
of the national building regulations SANS 10400 XA (this can either be via solar water heaters or
heat pumps). Government incentives for mid-hi income solar water heaters were terminated in
April 2015, and there are no indications that they will be re-instated. The Department of Energy
does expect the low-income programme rollout to be funded by Treasury however, with budget
34

Extracted from GIZ and SALGA, 2015.
GIZ-SALGA-SEA Municipal Renewable Energy Case Study series, 2015. Available on www.cityenergy.org.za .
36
CoJ 2015
37
Parliamentary Monitoring Group, Jan 2011
35
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allocations allowing around 40 000 systems to be installed per year for the next 3 years over the
entire country38. The timing and mechanisms for this are not yet clear.
Changing and uncertain regulatory environment for renewable energy
There is a lack of clarity regarding what role municipalities may play in renewable energy generation.
The Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2006 indicates that all new generation requires a license from
NERSA, which will only be granted according to the provisions in the national Integrated Resource
Plan (IRP – a new one is currently being developed). Generation for ‘own use’ is exempted however,
although the interpretation of ‘own use’ – i.e. not feeding into the grid - is not clear. Some
municipalities are interpreting ‘own use’ as being a ‘net consumer’ – i.e. such generators can feed
back into the grid at times, as long as they consume more than they are generating on average.
Some municipalities also consider that significant scale local generation into the municipal
distribution grid is also permissible under this exemption, as long as it is less than the total municipal
consumption (and therefore may be considered for municipal ‘own use’). Others, including the
Department of Energy, do not hold this position. The New Generation Regulations of 2011 indicate
that municipalities may generate their own electricity, but this requires ministerial approval, which
is also likely to be based on the provisions of the IRP.
The revision of the regulatory framework underway (Act amendments and small-scale embedded
generation regulations being developed by NERSA) are expected to clarify the situation for
municipalities promoting small-scale renewable generation or entering into larger scale generation
endeavors. In the interim, however, it is uncertain whether municipalities are permitted to develop
their own renewable generation projects to any significant scale, through their own funding, IPPs
and/or PPPs39.

4.5.

Residential sector

Understanding household energy use patterns is important for developing Tshwane’s energy
strategy, both in terms of energy demand-side management and human welfare. Energy services
directly influence human welfare and capability – such as lights for studying and safety, and the
ability to cook and heat homes.
CoT had 950,508 households in 2013. The proportion of unelectrified to electrified informal
households has also declined since 2001 as more informal households have been electrified (Figure
23). However, the backlog increased between 2001 and 2007 in absolute terms, where migration
into informal settlements was likely greater than the electrification rate in that period, offsetting
the effect of service delivery. The positive effect of service delivery can only really be seen as of
2008, where the electrification backlog started to decrease in absolute terms. The backlog for
informal electrification in 2015 was 79,550 households and 20,550 for formal households.

38

Department of Energy presentation by Khanyiso Zihlangu: National Solar Water Heater Programme Available Business
Opportunities. 23 June 2015.
39
For a comprehensive regulatory overview see GIZ 2015b.
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Figure 23: Comparing the growth in the number of electrified households to the electrification backlog

CoT has planned to electrify 42,586 households over the next 20 years according to their Bulk
Electricity Master Plan. However, historical trends have shown that informal growth often offsets
service delivery, leading to an increase in electrification backlog.
Electrified households
The majority of Tshwane’s households have been electrified - 848 300 households. Just over half of
the informal dwellings in Tshwane are electrified (Figure 24) and nearly all (97%) of formal
households are electrified (Figure 25).

Figure 24: Share of electrified and unelectrified informal households in Tshwane
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Figure 25: Share of electrified and unelectrified formal households in Tshwane

Thus, electricity is the dominant fuel in Tshwane’s residential sector (98%) (Figure 26). Coal, paraffin
and the cleaner burning LPG are used by a very small percentage of households for cooking and
space heating collectively contributing to only 2% of energy demand. The residential sector
consumes the largest share of electricity in Tshwane (35% of the total) (Table 4).

Figure 26: Energy consumption in residential sector by fuel

The municipality supplied 90% of the residential sector’s electricity demand, i.e. 3,269 GWh, to
about 633,403 customers in 2013/14 (Table 9). The remaining 10% (453 GWh) is supplied directly
by Eskom to about 214,897 customers (subtracting 633,403 from the total number of electrified
households, 848 300).
Tshwane has three main tariff structures applicable to the residential sector (Table 9). The Lifeline
tariff is targeted at indigent households, of which only 139,923 households were registered on the
tariff in 2013/14, out of the 350,991 electrified indigent households (i.e. only about 40% of
electrified households earning up to R3,200 per month).This aligns with information from previous
years where only 110,000 households received Free Basic Electricity of 100kWh in 2012/13
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according to the Local Government 2012/13 Report40. Indications are thus that this subsidy is
reaching less than half of its target group.
Table 9: Number of domestic customers per tariff category in City of Tshwane for 2013/14 and 2014/15
No of consumers
Tariff Name

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

Domestic: Single & 3 Phase

490,430

505,855

Domestic Bulk & ToU
Lifeline

3,050
139,923
633,403

2,889
150,909
659,653
4%

not
available
yet

Total
Growth

In order to deepen the understanding of household energy consumption, it is informative to
disaggregate households by income, since household income is highly correlated with electricity
consumption – the more households earn the more electricity they are likely to consume. This was
not possible through simply using the tariffs. Thus, Tshwane households were sub-divided into six
income groups using the Census 2011 data and an estimated electricity consumption was assigned
to each group (see Figure 27), based on the results of a reputable national household load profile
study (Dekenah, 2014).

Figure 27: Average monthly electricity consumption per household by income group41

Using this above bottom-up approach proved sound, yielding a mere 2.2% difference when
comparing the bottom-up figure of 3,806 GWh to the top-down sales figure of 3,723 GWh.

40
41

www.localgovernment.co.za.
Source: Own results from pre-electrification tool (Dekanah, 2014)
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Table 10: Annual electricity consumption in Tshwane’s residential sector per income group

Income
Groups

High

Monthly
Income
R0
R3200
R3 201 R6 400
R6 401 R12 800
R12 801 R25 600
R25 601 R51 200

Very High

>R51200

Very Low
Low
Lower
Middle
Upper
Middle

% of total
households
(Census
2011)

Estimated Elec.
Consumption
(kWh/hh/mth)

Estimated
Elec.
Consumption
(kWh/hh/yr)

Total Annual
Consumption
(kWh/yr)

Percentage
share of total

Cumulative
Percentage
share of total

44%

180

2,160

765,899,280

20%

20%

13%

250

3,000

320,145,000

8%

29%

13%

400

4,800

492,139,200

13%

41%

13%

600

7,200

734,047,200

19%

61%

10%

900

9,600

805,411,200

21%

82%

7%

1,000

12,000

688,992,000

18%

100%

Total

3,806,633,880

Based on Table 10, low income households form the largest share (57%) of the residential sector in
Tshwane but are responsible for only about a third of the electricity demand within this sector. This
is in contrast to higher income households that make up under half the share of households (43%)
but consume about three quarters of the electricity in the sector. This is illustrated in Figure 28
below.
MIDDLE TO VERY HIGH INCOME

43%

71%

VERY LOW TO LOW INCOME

Share of
households

Share of Annual
Electricity
consumption

57%

29%

Figure 28: Share of households compared to share of annual electricity consumption by income group

Having a monthly estimation of household electricity consumption allows for further disaggregation
by appliance end-use. Appendix 8.3 details the appliance calculator used for each income group.
Table 11 and Table 12 summarise the electricity consumption for the two groupings of households
– very low to low and middle to very high.
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The results indicate that very low to low income households spend 44% of their annual electricity
consumption on cooking, followed by lighting at 25%. Cooking is usually done with inefficient
hotplates.
Table 11: Annual electricity consumption (kWh) by end-use for very low to low income households42
Very Low to Low
End-use
income

Lighting
Cooking
Water heating
HVAC
Refrigeration
Cleaning
Television
Swimming Pool
Total

58,953,884
457,701,534
90,312,198
124,507,579
264,899,401
12,182,413
31,840,341
1,040,397,349

Figure 29: Percentage share of annual electricity consumption by end-use for very low to low income
households

Middle to very high income households spend 42% of their annual electricity consumption on water
heating, by far the most energy intensive end-use, followed by cooking at 22% and swimming pools.
Solar water heaters offers enormous potential to reduce the electricity demand within this sector.

42

Own calculations based on appliance calculator, see Appendix.
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Table 12: Annual electricity consumption (kWh) by end-use for middle to high income households43

End-use
Lighting
Cooking
Water heating
HVAC
Refrigeration
Cleaning
Television
Swimming Pool
Total

Middle to High
53,006,408
706,855,971
1,352,510,028
255,888,870
284,392,312
132,291,279
54,860,047
351,492,563
3,191,297,478

Figure 30: Percentage share of annual electricity consumption by end-use for middle to high income
households

Unelectrified households
Unelectrified households mainly use unsafe and polluting fuels to meet their energy needs – mainly
candles for lighting and paraffin or wood for space heating. The use of safe, affordable and clean
burning energy technology and energy sources would not only substantially reduce the risk of fires
and indoor air pollution, but will also contribute to vastly improve ambient air quality.
Lighting
Roughly 78% of unelectrified households use candles as a main lighting source and 15% use paraffin.
Alternative energy technologies such as solar lamps have under 5% penetration levels among
unelectrified households (Figure 31). Solar is not only safer and brighter than candles (at least 5 x

43

Own calculations based on appliance calculator, see Appendix
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Candle Power) but also cheaper over time when doing a lifecycle cost analysis over ten years44. Solar
powered lamps for unelectrified households is considered a feasible alternative to the commonly
used dirty fuels.

Figure 31: Energy used for lighting in unelectrified households45

Cooking, Water Heating and Space heating
The Census 2011 data does not specifically report on water heating, but it is assumed that for low
income households, the cooking fuel and water heating fuel is the same. Error! Reference source
not found. and Figure 33 show that paraffin is the dominant fuel used for cooking (87% of
households) and to a lesser extent is also used for space heating (37%) in unelectrified households.
Paraffin for space heating may be too expensive for the majority of the lower income tiers.

Figure 32: Energy used for cooking in unelectrified households in Tshwane46

44

Sustainable Energy Africa compared costs in a recent study of low income households in Gauteng (see Gauteng
Province 2015).
45
Stats SA Census 2011
46
Stats SA Census 2011
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Figure 33: Energy used for space heating in unelectrified households in Tshwane47

A recent household survey conducted by Sustainable Energy Africa for the Gauteng Province48
showed that the average unelectrified household consumes roughly 20 litres of paraffin a month
for cooking and an additional 20 litres for space heating in winter. At a fuel cost of R13 (2015 Rand)
per litre for paraffin the monthly operating costs for cooking on average is R260 (2015 Rand) and
roughly an additional R260 in the winter months (3 – 4 months) for space heating. Winter energy
expenditure may therefore be e exorbitant for low income households, around R520 per month for
those who use paraffin for both cooking and space heating. To reduce paraffin costs, studies have
shown that households may opt to use their paraffin heater to cook on, which provides both heat
for the home and cooking energy (Franks, 2014). Also, 32% of households do not use a space heating
fuel, potentially because of their already high energy bills. This could, however, reduce their welfare
in terms of thermal discomfort and increased vulnerability to illness.
Furthermore, other than paraffin, 24% of households use firewood for space heating, which is often
collected for free from the surroundings but may also be bought from local wood vendors where
woodlands are not accessible.
Coal is not readily used for cooking (only 1% of households use it) or space heating (3% use it).
A very small percentage (below 6%) of unelectrified households use LPG as an alternative fuel for
cooking, water heating and space heating.
Options for providing energy services to unelectrified households are discussed in the Sustainable
Energy Strategy Framework Report49.

4.6.

Commercial and industrial sectors

As the capital city, CoT is the economic hub of the City of Tshwane municipality, serving as an
important commercial and industrial centre.
47

Stats SA Census 2011
See Gauteng Province, 2015.
49
This Strategy Framework is an Appendix to the City of Tshwane Energy Futures Report.
48
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Figure 34: Gross Value Added growth in Tshwane between 1996 and 2017

For this study, the Manufacturing, Mining and Construction have been combined to form the
Industrial Sector GVA and Trade, Finance and Community Services (which include hospitals) have
been combined to form the Commercial Sector. With this categorisation, it is seen that the
commercial sector contributes the largest share to the economic growth in the City (Figure 35).
Tshwane has many large corporate offices, business, shops (about 24 major shopping centres),
major educational institutions (e.g. University of Pretoria) and government departments (e.g. the
Union Buildings) and also has one of the largest rugby stadiums (Loftus Versfeld).
There are also a number of industrial areas – its main industries are iron and steel works, copper
casting and the manufacture of automobiles, railway carriages and heavy machinery.
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Figure 35: Growth of Commercial (brown) and Industrial (blue) Sector GVA over time

Commercial sector
Electricity is the dominant energy source in the commercial sector in Tshwane (98%), as shown in
Figure 36. Liquid petroleum gas and coal make up a mere 2% of energy demand in the sector.
Transport fuels used by commerce are included in the transport sector.
The commercial sector consumes 18% of total electricity in Tshwane, i.e. 1,933 GWh for 2013/14.

Figure 36: Energy consumption in commercial sector by fuel

Lighting and Heating, Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC) consume three quarters of the electricity in
the commercial sector (Figure 37)50. Using these percentage shares, the commercial sector
50

Source: Trends in Commercial and Residential building demand in South Africa. Presentation by Alison Hughes from
ERC/CESAR (no date).
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electricity data was disaggregated by end-use, as shown in Table 13. LPG, not electricity, is the main
commercial cooking fuel.

Figure 37: Electricity consumption by end-use in the commercial sector
Table 13: Electricity consumption by end-use in the commercial sector51
End-use
Cooking
Water heating
Refrigeration
Other
HVAC
Lighting
Total

%

kWh
0.00%
2%
7%
15%
36%
40%
100.00%

0
48,013,764
154,172,637
330,369,935
788,923,406
880,986,494
2,202,466,236

Industrial sector
Similar to the residential and commercial sectors, electricity is the dominant energy source in the
industrial sector in Tshwane (94%) (see Figure 38). This is followed by coal (6%) which is mainly used
in boilers. LPG and heavy furnace oil make up a very small percentage of overall energy demand in
the sector.

51

Source: Trends in Commercial and Residential building demand in South Africa. Presentation by Alison Hughes from
ERC/CESAR (no date).
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Figure 38: Energy consumption in industrial sector by fuel

Electric motor systems account for between 60 to 70% of industrial electricity demand worldwide
(Fleiter & Eichhammer, 2011). In South Africa, the estimations are around 69% of industrial
electricity demand as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Share of motor systems in South Africa’s industrial electricity demand

A comparison with other countries is shown in Figure 40. Electric motors are utilised in core
industrial processes such as presses or rolls, and in auxiliary systems like compressed air generation,
ventilation or pumping (Fleiter & Eichhammer, 2011).
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Figure 40: Share of electricity consumption by motor systems for different countries

From this information, the average share of electricity consumption by motor system end-use was
extracted giving the following breakdown: ventilation – 17%, pumps – 16%, compressed air – 9%,
cold generation – 4% and the remaining 54% is lumped together as ‘Other’ (Fleiter & Eichhammer,
2011). These percentages were applied to the industrial sector electricity sales data for Tshwane
(Table 14).
Table 14: Share of electricity consumption by motor system for Tshwane’s industrial sector, 2013/14
% of total
electricity
End-use
consumption
kWh
Motor systems
Compressed Air
Ventilation
Pumps
Cold generation

Others
Non-motor system

69% 2,285,326,128
9%
205,679,352
17%
388,505,442
16%
365,652,180
4%
91,413,045

54%

1,234,076,109

31% 1,026,740,724

Energy and the informal economy
The informal economy in South Africa is acknowledged as playing a vital role to employment and
poverty alleviation and supports the creation of sustainable livelihoods. According to Stats SA, as of
June 2015, 2.6 million people were employed in this sector nationally versus 10.7 million in the
formal sector (excluding the agricultural sector). This is an increase of 12% since the previous year
and it is anticipated to grow as the formal economy slows.
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Besides providing employment, the informal sector contributes significantly to the economy of the
country. While these businesses typically do not generate large revenues, they have close links to
the formal sector and provide an essential service to the overall economy. Estimations value it at
25% of total GDP (Schneider, 2010). In the last decade, government has recognised the informal
economy and has provided enabling structures to support this sector rather than curb its
proliferation. The City of Tshwane has been one of the municipalities that developed a policy to
support this sector.
City of Tshwane has 123 000 people in the informal sector making it 12% of the total workforce
(Stats SA, 2015). A 2010 survey done by Urban Landmark for CoT showed that street trading stalls
were composed of products (44%) and services (19%) exclusively, and a mix of them (37%), as shown
in Figure 41 (Masonganye, 2010). Products include convenience packaged food (sweets, chips etc.);
cigarettes; cool drinks and fruit and vegetables. Cooking (prepared food) was a small component, a
decline since the 2004 survey (City of Tshwane, 2004).

Figure 41: Types of products traded in Tshwane's informal sector

Figure 42 shows that telephonic services (pay phones) make up almost 60% of services traded.
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Figure 42: Types of services traded in Tshwane’s informal sector (note that entertainment is 0% in the pie
chart)52

In short, these street trading businesses consume negligible amounts of energy. However, a recent
study in Cape Town shows that street trading stalls are a small part of the informal sector. Important
types of informal businesses include shebeens, house shops, spaza shops, hair care and take-aways
(Sustainable Livelihoods Foundation, 2011). If this is true for Tshwane as well, then energy use in
the informal sector may be more significant. While there is inadequate data on the energy use
characteristics of these businesses, earlier studies indicate electricity being particularly important
to small businesses (many of which are informal) in the following areas: powering motors and tools
in workshops and other productive facilities, lighting for small retailers and numerous other SMEs
that operate after dark, and refrigeration for retailers and spazas. Workshops may also use LPG for
welding (SEA, 2002).
There is a consensus that there is a relationship between the overall economy and energy
consumption (Akinlo, A., 2008; Hunt et al., 2008; Odhiambo, 2009; SEA, 2015). The nature of this
link changes as development occurs, and the recent State of Energy in South African Cities (SEA,
2015) shows a decoupling of energy and the economy in cities as they become more energy
efficient. The relationship between energy and the informal economy does not necessarily track
that of the formal economy. In Turkey, it was found that energy is not essential for economic output
in the informal sector (Karanfil, 2008), while in Tunisia there was a strong bidirectional relationship
(Abid, 2015).
In developing countries the following factors influence energy use in this sector:


52

Energy transitions to cleaner, more efficient modern fuels: Traditional fuels such as wood
and charcoal are less efficient that those energy sources higher up the energy ladder such as
gas and electricity. When transitioning to a more modern fuel, energy intensities thus
decrease. In general, the informal sector in South Africa often lacks access to modern energy
for affordability or availability reasons (SEA, 2014). Electrification and the implementation

Masonganye, 2010, Urban Landmark
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of pro-poor electricity policies would enable the substitution of traditional fuels for more
efficient fuels, thus decreasing energy intensity.


Energy efficiency: Using energy efficient technologies allow for more productive use of
energy. However it is important to note that while energy intensity will decrease, there may
be an absolute growth in energy consumption due to the lower costs of energy services and
more energy being available to make use of. This ‘suppressed demand’ has been experienced
frequently in South Africa and globally where retrofitting with energy efficient technologies
has resulted in overall higher energy consumption. Additionally where financial savings have
been realised, the money is often used to purchase more appliances/machinery for other
business needs (GBSA, 2012).

Overall, however, there is insufficient information to quantify the energy use of the informal sector.
Primary research will be needed to clarify this relationship and understand how the municipality
can support the local informal economy in a sustainable manner.

4.7.

Transport sector

An effective transport system is necessary for a socially and economically functional city. Amongst
the key transport goals as reflected in the Consolidated Integrated Transport Plan (CITP) of the CoT
are access to mobility, efficiency of the system, and environmental sustainability, which all support
sustainability in the sector. Transport Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are reported to be
deteriorating,53 however, associated with worsening congestion and increased travel times, as well
as increasing expenditure on transport by commuters. This is not unusual for South African metros,
where all of these issues remain a concern (SEA, 2015a).
As with most metros in South Africa, transport is the major energy consumer from amongst all the
sectors, and a significant source of GHG emissions. In Tshwane transport accounts for 60% of total
energy use and 27% of GHG emissions. Although electricity sales decreased as a result of the
recession, load shedding and price hikes, transport fuel consumption has been less affected.
Sustainability in this sector is therefore amongst the most important areas of focus for the City.
CoT’s transport energy use is dominated by passenger transport (Figure 43), with commercial and
freight energy use comprising 12% and 2% respectively.

53

Tshwane’s CITP, Monitoring and Evaluation Chapter 21 reports: “All the KPI values in the DoT guidelines deteriorated
over the previous ten year period, except for the total travel time by public transport for work trips that remained
similar.” (p18). The KPIs referred to are those of the national Department of Transport, which relate to travel time for
various trip purposes, walking times to various modes, modal split and cost of work trips.
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Figure 43: Transport energy consumption by sub-sector

Table 15 shows a more detailed breakdown of energy use for each transport mode, and indicates
the dominance of private vehicles in the total transport energy picture.
Table 15: Transport energy use breakdown by sub-sector in Tshwane
Function
Mode
Fuel
Total energy
Passenger
Pedestrian N/A
0
Private
Diesel, Petrol
36,416,038
Taxi
Diesel, Petrol
9,041,771
Bus
Diesel
6,156,673
Rail
Electricity
737,314
Gautrain
Electricity
105,659
Freight
Road
Diesel, Petrol
921,999
Rail
Diesel
793
Other
Road
Diesel, Petrol
7,586,845
Commercial
Aviation
Aviation Gasoline, Jet Fuel
297,595
TOTAL
61,264,687

% of total
0%
59%
15%
10%
1%
0%
2%
0%
12%
0%
100%

Passenger Transport
Tshwane citizens undertake close to 2 million trips per weekday in a vehicle stock of almost 3 million
private vehicles, 2.3 million taxis and 19 thousand busses. Car ownership figures are not clear, with
the CITP giving a 30% car ownership and Stats SA indicating 44% of households having a car. Public
transport and NMT have a significant share of the transport modal mix in the city (see Figure 44).
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Figure 44: Modal split by main mode of transport

In terms of passenger-kilometres however, public transport is by far the major mode (NMT trip
distances are generally short, therefore they account for a small proportion of passenger-kms – see
Figure 45). Average trip distances are 26.7 km for powered vehicles only, or 23km including NMT.54

Figure 45: Modal split by pass-km

A more detailed breakdown of modal split by passenger-km is shown in Figure 46.

54

SEA own calculations based on data in the CITP.
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Figure 46: Passenger transport modal split by pass-km (detailed breakdown)

Although private vehicles account for 69% of the total energy consumption and 67% of GHG
emissions (Figure 47 and Figure 48), they are responsible for only 26% of passenger-kms (Figure 46),
illustrating their extreme inefficiency as a mode of transport. This is exacerbated by the fact that
they are generally single occupancy vehicles.

Figure 47: Passenger transport energy consumption by mode55

55

Source: own calculations based on CITP data
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Figure 48: Passenger transport emissions from energy consumption by mode56

Typical emissions and energy consumption from various modes of transport for South Africa are
shown in Figure 49. The relatively high energy use and emissions from private vehicles (light
vehicles) compared with commonly used public transport (scheduled bus and minibus taxi) is clear.

Figure 49: Typical energy and emissions characteristics of different modes of passenger transport57

56
57

Source: own calculations based on CITP data
SEA, 2015
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Freight Transport
Detailed information on freight transport within Tshwane is limited. It is likely that the majority of
freight transport is diesel trucks, with smaller amounts of total freight moved by rail. It is estimated
that around 2% of total transport energy use in Tshwane is used in moving freight. The most
significant freight generators in Tshwane are the heavy industries, motor manufacturers,
distribution centres, container terminals and fuel depots.58 Tshwane is also on several significant
freight corridors. Amongst other freight transport strategies, Tshwane has intentions to facilitate
the national objective of moving freight from road to rail where feasible, which is a much more
energy efficient option for transporting goods.
Targets
The Tshwane CITP lists the following targets to promote sustainable energy in the sector:
 Walking and cycling should be key components of Tshwane’s integrated transport system
with 15-20% of all daily trips over 2km being taken by cycling and 50% of all trips less than
2km made by walking.
 Work trips using public transport should increase from the current 47% to 80% of all
motorized trips.

4.8.

Government sector

In this section, the City of Tshwane is assessed as a stand-alone sector. Many of the City’s functions
have an energy implication, including bulk water supply and wastewater treatment, public lighting,
public facilities, water and electricity services provision and waste management. As discussed in the
methodology section of the report, data gathering for this sector is problematic and relies on
estimates from CoT metering and invoicing officials rather than direct measurements. Energy
efficiency interventions in municipal operations will not be easy to quantify with the current data
situation, and therefore the impact of such programmes will be more difficult to defend.
Table 16 shows these estimated figures, taken from the Greenhouse Gas Inventory for 2013/14.
The coal consumption for electricity generation was taken into account because the electricity did
not feed into the grid but was merely to keep the Pretoria-West power station running. It is assumed
that the electricity for internal use is not accounted for in Commercial sales and therefore the coal
consumption is not double accounted.
Table 16: Municipal operations by service sector, 2013/14
Sub-sector
Elec (kWh)
Petrol (lit)
Buildings and facilities
167,497,000
WWTW
Buildings
166,608,000
Solid Waste
889,000
Vehicle fleet
564,808
Street and traffic lighting
129,962,006
Electricity generation
Total 297,459,006
58

Diesel (lit)
-

Coal (kg)
-

8,517
3,712,216

-

5,946,000

CITP, 2015
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The local government emissions and energy use data is graphically represented in Figure 50, and
shows that buildings, followed by street and traffic lighting, are the major contributors to both
energy and emissions profiles for this sector.

Figure 50: Municipal operations energy-use and emissions by service sector

Energy efficiency in municipal operations
As noted earlier, Tshwane has undertaken a range of energy efficiency interventions in their
municipal operations, including building retrofits, streetlight retrofits, and the purchase of electric
vehicles for their fleet. Regarding electricity efficiency, a recent study indicates that there is still
significant potential in this area (SACN 2014b).

4.9.

Agriculture

Agriculture-related activities profiled in the IDP (2011-2016) aim largely at employment creation
and fresh food market promotion. CoT has recently launched a Food and Energy Centre, which aims
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to provide an integrated solution to food security and production, energy supply, economic
stimulation and job creation. Energy consumption in the sector makes up around 1% of the total
for Tshwane, comprising mainly electricity (pumps and irrigation, processing, lighting, farm
households) and paraffin use. Note that petrol and diesel use in the sector is captured under the
transport sector, but is nevertheless likely to play a small role in the overall energy profile of the
City.

4.10. Conclusion
The Tshwane energy use profile is typical of many metros in South Africa, being dominated by
transport fuels and electricity consumption. While transport fuels account for the majority of
energy consumed, electricity accounts for the majority of the greenhouse gas emissions due to the
predominance of coal generation in the national electricity mix. CoT’s energy profile suggests that
several challenges and opportunities exist to pursue a sustainable energy agenda, of which the
following are amongst the most significant:





Passenger transport is very inefficient and too dominated by private vehicles, with significant
need and potential to improve public transport and non-motorised transport
Energy efficiency opportunities exist within all sectors, with important gains to be made by
widespread residential solar water heater programmes, commercial and local government
building retrofits, and a range of other efficiency interventions
Providing access to modern energy – mainly electricity – to Tshwane’s currently unelectrified
population requires attention if backlogs are to be reduced
The renewable energy potential in municipal landfill gas and sewage methane sites present
opportunities to be explored, as well as potentially using municipal rooftops for solar PV
installations (a total of around 40MW of electricity generation potential exists in all of these
options combined)

The Tshwane Energy Futures Report and the Strategy Framework Appendix therein further explore
the implications of the State of Energy profile and list proposed actions in this regard.

5. Electricity and municipal revenue
5.1.

Introduction

In South African cities, the distribution of electricity to customers is a function of local government,
and to a smaller degree Eskom. In the metros and larger cities local government finances have been
set up in such a way that surplus income from their electricity sales is needed to cross-subsidise
other functions and ‘balance the books’. Figure 51 below illustrates this graphically for a typical
municipality. The rates account typically does not cover the costs of running the municipality’s other
functions, which need to be subsidised by mainly electricity surpluses. Many of these functions are
linked to poverty alleviation and social upliftment and may include clinics, housing, refuse removal,
waste water removal, public lighting, roads and public recreation areas. Furthermore, informal
settlements are growing in many South African Cities, and there is increasing pressure for local
government to provide safe electricity to these communities at subsidised rates. In addition to
national government grants, these communities are often subsidised by revenue from electricity
sales to the high income residential, and commercial and industrial sectors.
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Figure 51: Illustration of the revenue situation faced by many metros – declining electricity revenues threaten
overall financial soundness

For the first time in 2012/3, electricity usage for the country dropped, and several Metro electricity
departments reported a drop in electricity sales over a few years59. Since, outside of national
government funding, electricity sales are the biggest source of income for most larger
municipalities, a decrease in sales and revenue from electricity will have a major impact on the
effective functioning of the municipality.
The below sections of the report assess the revenue losses for the following:




Current losses:
o Load shedding
o Outages (due to faults or maintenance)
o Non-payment
o Non-technical losses (theft)
Future 10 year projections from renewable energy and energy efficiency:
o Renewable energy: Grid-connected rooftop solar PV
o Energy efficiency in all sectors, including solar water heaters (SWHs) and other
efficiency interventions (EE)

Figure 52 below summarises the results of the assessment as a percentage of operational costs of
the electricity distribution operation, showing the significance of non-technical losses, as well as the
impact of solar water heaters (SWHs) in particular on future revenue. Solar PV rollout and other
energy efficiency measures have less of an impact. All of these are discussed in more detail in the
subsequent sections.

59

SEA 2015 (excludes the loss in revenue from load-shedding events).
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Figure 52: Loss of income as a percentage of annual operational costs (right hand graph shown for projections
in 10 years’ time)

5.2. Revenue loss from load shedding, outages, non-payment, non-technical losses and
non-connection
This section aims to quantify the impact of load-shedding, outages, non-payments, non-technical
losses and non-connection on the municipalities’ income as a result of lost electricity sales.
Figure 53 and Figure 54 below illustrate the impact of the income lost as a proportion of operational
costs and total revenue, respectively. For both 2013/14 and 2014/15, non-technical losses have the
largest negative impact on income, with non-payment, load-shedding, non-connection and outages
having a much lower impact.

Figure 53: Loss of net income as a percentage of operational costs
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Figure 54: Loss of net income as a percentage of total revenue

Each of these impacts will be discussed below, showing the individual impact in current South
African Rand (ZAR) terms.
Impact of Load-shedding on Revenue and Bulk Purchase
The City of Tshwane supplied data for the number of load-shedding events occurring between
2013/14 and 2014/15 (the data for 2015/16 is incomplete and has been excluded from analysis).
The data included the time of day, the power in KVA that was switched off and the duration of the
outage. In 2013/14 there were four load-shedding events, all within the low demand season
(September to May), with an average time duration of 5 hours. This increased significantly in
2014/15, with a total of 60 events each with an average duration of 11 – 12 hours. This too occurred
almost entirely in the low demand season.
The Estimated Unused Energy (EUE) was 3 GWh in 2013/14 and 102 GWh in 2014/15. The EUE was
derived to determine i) the avoided Eskom cost or bulk purchase at Megaflex Tariff and ii) the loss
of revenue resulting from lost electricity sales. The loss of electricity sales was estimated for the
different key sectors, i.e. Residential, Industrial, Commercial (incl. Government) and Agricultural
sectors, using the proportion of electricity sales to each of these sectors. In addition it was assumed
that the power switched off matched the expected demand (since Eskom requests a specific
reduction in demand based on actual shortages) and therefore a load factor of 1 was applied. The
detailed methodology with tables for how this was derived can be found in Appendix 0. The costs
are summarised below.
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2013/14

2014/15

R'000 000

R'000 000

Revenue lost due to load-shedding

2.9

106.8

Avoided Eskom bulk purchases due to load-shedding

-1.4

-46.9

Total Revenue

8,743

9,327

Bulk Purchase Expenditure

-5,756

-6,076

Operational Expenditure (for Electricity Department)

-3,017

-3,283

Total Expenditure

-8,773

-9,359

Surplus/(Deficit)

-29

-31

Loss of Net Income

-1.5

-59.9

Loss of Net Income as a % of Operational Costs

0.05%

1.83%

Loss of Net Income as a % of Total Revenue

0.02%

0.64%

There were more load shedding events in 2014/15 compared to 2013/14 in the City of Tshwane,
costing the municipality a revenue loss of R106.8 million and R2.9 million, respectively. The City of
Johannesburg reports a similar figure of an estimated direct revenue loss of R136 million in 2015
due to load shedding (City of Johannesburg, 2015). The avoided Eskom bulk purchase is R47 million
in 2014/15 and R1 million in 2013/14. The resulting loss of net income is roughly R60 million in
2014/15 and R1.5 million in 2013/14.
Impact of Outages on Revenue and Bulk Purchase
Similar to the load-shedding data, the CoT’s electricity department supplied data for non-load
shedding outages, i.e. the City’s planned and unplanned outages. However it did not state the time
of day and therefore an average Megaflex tariff was used to calculate the avoided Eskom costs. The
data was filtered so that it only included significant power outages of 200kVA and above. The
number of power outages ranged from 400 to 550 incidences per month, with an average duration
of 10 – 12 hours. The EUE in 2013/14 was 140 GWh and 241 GWh in 2014/15.
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2013/14

2014/15

R'000 000

R'000 000

Revenue lost due to outages

129.6

251.5

Avoided Eskom bulk purchases due to outages

-88.7

-172.9

Total Revenue

8 743

9 327

Bulk Purchase Expenditure

-5 756

-6 076

Operational Expenditure (for Electricity Department)

-3 017

-3 283

Total Expenditure

-8 773

-9 359

Surplus/(Deficit)

-29

-31

Loss of Net Income

-40.9

-78.6

Loss of Net Income as a % of Operational Costs

1.4%

2.4%

Loss of Net Income as a % of Total Revenue

0.5%

0.8%

The City experienced double the loss of revenue in 2014/15 compared to 2013/14, i.e. R251.5
million compared to R129.6 million, respectively. The avoided Eskom bulk purchase is also double,
resulting in a net income loss of R40.9 million in 2013/14 and R78.6 million in 2014/15, more than
the losses due to load-shedding.
Impact of Non-payments on Revenue
A debtor’s analysis was provided by the City which listed electricity bill non-payments for customers
from 30 days up to 365 or more days (Figure 55).

Figure 55: Tshwane electricity debtors age analysis, showing over R700 million owed for over 365 days
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Only the data for customer non-payments for the period 118 to 365 days was considered a bad
debt and used in this analysis60. To give a sense of the magnitude of non-payment this amount was
compared to annual revenue and operating costs:
2013/14

2014/15

R'000 000

R'000 000

Revenue lost due to non-payments (118 to 365 days
outstanding)
Total Revenue
Bulk Purchase Expenditure
Operational Expenditure (for Electricity Department)
Total Expenditure
Surplus/(Deficit)

Loss of Net Income
Loss of Net Income as a % of Operational Costs
Loss of Net Income as a % of Total Revenue

138

118

8 743
-5 756

9 327
-6 076

-3 017
-8 773
-29

-3 283
-9 359
-31

-138
4.6%
1.6%

-118
3.6%
1.3%

The loss of revenue and net income is substantially higher than both load-shedding and outages for
both 2014/15 and 2013/14, costing the municipality over R100 million per year.
Impact of Non-technical Losses on Revenue
When electricity is distributed, both technical and non-technical losses occur. NERSA’s acceptable
technical loss figure for a network like the City of Tshwane is estimated to be 7% (City of Tshwane,
2016). This includes losses due to illegal connections (e.g. households who tap off from an overhead
powerline common in informal settlements) and other forms of theft (full or partial by-passing of
meters that can occur in all sectors).
2013/14

2014/15

R'000 000

R'000 000

Revenue lost due to non-technical losses

648

809

Total Revenue

8,743

9,327

Bulk Purchase Expenditure

-5,756

-6,076

Operational Expenditure (for Electricity Department)

-3,017

-3,283

Total Expenditure

-8,773

-9,359

Surplus/(Deficit)

-29

-31

Loss of Net Income

-648

-809

Loss of Net Income as a % of Operational Costs

21.5%

24.6%

Loss of Net Income as a % of Total Revenue

7.4%

8.7%

60

Although total non-payment for the period 365 days or more is over R700 million for each of the years shown.
However the debtors analysis suggests that a significant component of this is carried over from previous years, and thus
cannot be used to compare with revenue in that particular year.
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Similar to non-payments, the loss of revenue and net-income is significant and substantially higher
than both load shedding and outages amounting to an estimated R809 million in 2014/15 and R648
million in 2013/14.
Impact of Non-connection on Revenue
CoT’s department of Township Development & New Connections provided an indication of
developments where electricity services could not be provided when applied for. These amounted
to around 42 MVA of capacity that could not be supplied. If this is taken as an indication of annual
average capacity applied for but not connected, it may be estimated that about 220 GWh of
electricity sales per year is forfeited.

Revenue lost due to non-connection

2013/14

2014/15

R'000 000

R'000 000

222.53

249.32

Avoided Eskom bulk purchases due to load-shedding

-145.6

-161.0

Total Revenue

8,743

9,327

Bulk Purchase Expenditure

-5,756

-6,076

Operational Expenditure (for Electricity Department)

-3,017

-3,283

Total Expenditure

-8,773

-9,359

Surplus/(Deficit)

-29

-31

Loss of Net Income

-77

-88

Loss of Net Income as a % of Operational Costs

2.6%

2.7%

Loss of Net Income as a % of Total Revenue

0.9%

0.9%

The revenue loss estimation of R88 million in 2014/15 is of a similar magnitude to load-shedding
and outages.

5.3.

Cost of Unserved Energy (COUE)

The impact of load-shedding has socio-economic and environmental repercussions. A lack of reliable
electricity supply has led to the use of diesel-run generators in businesses and by Eskom, which is
both costly and increases the load of local-level particulate emissions. Unfortunately no data exist
on the scale of uptake of small-scale generators.
A NERSA Consultation Paper on the Eskom Cost of Unserved Energy (COUE) Methodology61
estimates the direct and indirect costs of load-shedding to the total South Africa economy and each
sector within the economy, based on economic value produced and electricity consumed by each
sector.
The results are shown in Table 17. The direct effect shows the costs incurred due to production
opportunities forgone during power outages, whilst the total effect includes this direct impact as
61

NERSA Consultation Paper on Eskom Cost of Unserved Energy Methodology, 25 May 2015
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well as the impact as a result of a longer-term change in sales and/or expenditure as a result of
power outages.
Table 17: Cost of unserved energy to economic sectors62
COUE: Economic Effect
Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity and water supply
Construction
Trade
Transport and communication
Finance
Community services

Direct Effect (R/kWh)
13.97
9.00
5.79
7.34
196.47
101.26
76.52
93.28
147.94

General Government
Total Economy

Total Effect (R/kWh)
51.06
36.43
57.29
27.60
376.83
124.98
307.39
341.79
290.46

63.39
21.63

73.93
77.30

The total direct impact of load shedding and outages on the Tshwane economy has been computed
using the above COUE for the industrial, commercial and agricultural sectors. For interest, the same
figures are shown for the planned or fault-related electricity outages, and for non-connection of
new developments.
Table 18: COUE due to load shedding and outages
2013/14
COUE due to load shedding
R'000 000
Industrial (Manufacturing & Mining)
68
Commercial (Trade & Finance)
103
Agriculture
3
TOTAL
174

COUE due to outages
Industrial (Manufacturing & Mining)
Commercial (Trade & Finance)
Agriculture
TOTAL

R'000 000

COUE due to Non-connection
Industrial (Manufacturing & Mining)
Commercial (Trade & Finance)
Agriculture
TOTAL

R'000 000

3,022
4,580
143
7,745

7,129
474
7,603

2014/15
R'000 000

2,203
3,339
104
5,646
R'000 000

5,188
7,863
246
13,297
R'000 000

7,129
474
7,603

The 2014/15 load shedding impact of R5.6 billion is significant compared with the total city GVA of
R272 billion (201163) – reflecting a loss equivalent to around 2% of GVA. The impact of nonconnection is of a similar magnitude.

62

for more details refer to NERSA Consultation Paper on Eskom Cost of Unserved Energy Methodology, 25 May 2015
(Note: ‘Total Economy’ figures in table are averages weighted according to the amount of electricity used in each sector).
63

StatsSA 2016. City of Tshwane Overview.
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5.4.

Energy Efficiency (EE) and Renewable Energy (RE) impact on revenue

This section of the report investigates the impact of RE and EE on the electricity revenue stream into
the future for Tshwane. Contingency options are suggested which can be instituted to protect the
City’s revenue.
Trends in South African metros64
There has been increasing interest in Renewable Energy (RE) and Energy Efficiency (EE) options
amongst the residential, commercial and industrial sectors of urban South Africa. This interest has
been accelerated in the last few years due to the electricity supply crisis as well as steeply increasing
electricity tariffs. The combination of the above has resulted in customers reducing their
consumption using EE technologies and/or changing their behaviour – a ‘decoupling’ of electricity
use and residential customer growth.
A number of customers have supplemented their energy use with gas, embedded (grid connected)
solar PV and solar water heaters (SWHs). Some customers have even considered becoming grid
independent and installing larger off-grid solar PV systems. The mid- to high-income residential
sector (those that consume more than about 600kWh/month) are an important source of surplus
for cross-subsidy of electricity for indigent households, yet this sector is most likely to install RE and
EE options, with associated revenue loss of the municipality.
Methodology
Using a modelling tool developed by SEA65, the revenue impact for various scenarios were calculated
over a ten year horizon. The detailed model considers the impact of transactional costs of electricity
between the municipality and Eskom (bulk purchases) and between the municipality and the
customer. The tool bases its calculations on this perspective, and as such provides an accurate
estimation of revenue lost. The tool has been applied to several municipalities to date66, and
workshops held with electricity department staff to verify the soundness of the methodology and
results. There are several time-based variables to consider in the calculations, because Eskom
electricity prices (mostly the Megaflex tariff) vary significantly over time of day, time of week, and
time of year. For this reason load profiles for different days of the week and seasons are needed 67.
Figure 56 provides an example of how the various interventions affect electricity load profile during
a 24 hour period on a summer weekday, which in turn affects the transactional costs.

64

Information for this section is from SEA 2014, SEA 2015.
‘Impact of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency on Municipal Revenue: Guide’, and ‘Impact of Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency on Municipal Revenue: Spreadsheet Tool’ at www.cityenergy.org.za
66
Detailed revenue impact studies have been undertaken in Ekurhuleni, eThekwini, Cape Town and Polokwane (SEA
2013a, b and c).
67
Where these were not available for Tshwane, estimates have been made.
65
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Figure 56: Impact of EE and RE measures on municipal electricity load demand over a typical summer day

The figure shows that EE interventions (in blue) such as SWHs, LED lights and low-flow showerheads
have the biggest effect between 6 – 9am and 5 -7pm. The curve ‘Demand after EE and RE’ indicates
the reduced demand from the grid, showing the pronounced effect of EE in the morning and
evening. These times coincide with the Megaflex peak tariff times when the municipality pays Eskom
a premium for electricity purchases. Since the municipality sells electricity to the residential
customer at a constant price during the day, over these peak times the surplus from electricity sales
is at its lowest (in fact it is often sold at a loss). Solar PV (a form of small-scale embedded generation
- SSEG) however generates electricity during the day, when the municipality usually makes its
biggest surplus in electricity sales. For the commercial and industrial sectors, the profiles are vastly
different to residential. These sectors consume the bulk of their electricity during the day (i.e. not
during Megaflex peak periods), allowing the municipality to acquire a significant amount of surplus
through sales. Solar PV generation however is at its highest during the day, thus undercutting the
surplus revenue. Likewise EE has the same effect on revenue from industry and commerce.
The tool makes provision for these factors. Ideally it includes hourly electricity load profiles for
winter and summer, weekdays and weekends for each sector (residential, commercial and
industrial)68, the projected decrease in load profiles due to the penetration of RE and various EE
interventions over the next 10 years, Eskom purchases, alternate municipal energy sources, net
metering, consumption growth, tariffs and price increases and distribution losses. (Refer to
Appendix 8.4 for these assumptions).
The assessment modelled the following EE and RE options (see Appendix 8.4 for more detail)69:




EE interventions:
o Residential: solar water heaters; efficient showerhead; geyser blankets; lights; and
fuel switching from electricity to gas for cooking
o Commercial: Lights and HVAC
o Industrial: motors etc. (5% flat load profile reduction per customer)
RE interventions:

68

Only a partial summer load profile was available from Tshwane, therefore winter load profile and sectoral load profile
information was approximated for modelling purposes.
69
These options correspond with those modelled in the City of Tshwane Energy Futures Report (separate document)
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o Grid-connected rooftop PV70 systems:
 Size of each system – Residential 2kWp; Small Commercial 4.5kWp;
Industrial 300kWp (based on typical installation sizes in the country in 2014)
 Potential residential PV customer base only includes those who consume
more than 600kWh per month
Informed by an assessment of technology adoption patterns and financial feasibility (SEA 2013b),
penetration rates used for each intervention over 10 years are as follows71:
Penetration
Residential PV
SWH
Other residential EE
Commercial PV
Commercial EE
Industrial PV
Industrial EE (Low Voltage)
Industrial EE (Medium Voltage Time-of-Use)
Industrial EE (High Voltage Time-of-Use)

Low (%)
10
15
10
3
15
3
15
15
15

High (%)
20
30
20
6
30
6
30
30
30

The business-as-usual scenario excludes all of the above options.
Results of revenue impact assessment
The results of the revenue assessment modelling are presented in terms of operational revenue loss
% as opposed to total revenue loss.
The cost of operating the electricity distributor is about a third of the total revenue. Tshwane
electricity distributor has a total annual revenue of R9.3bn (2014/15), of which R6.0bn is paid to
Eskom for bulk purchases, leaving R3.3bn for operational costs72.
The operational revenue losses are presented in the tables below. The model was run using two
input scenarios – a low and high penetration rate.

70

‘grid connected’ or ‘grid tied’ terms may be used interchangeably for solar PV systems that are linked to the
distribution grid. Because such systems are connected into the grid, they are a form of ‘small-scale embedded generator’
or SSEG.
71
These are consistent with uptake rates used in the Energy Futures modeling report.
72
These figures are from the trading account provided by Tshwane Electricity Department. It is not clear if the Operating
costs include transfers/cross-subsidies to other municipal accounts.
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Table 19: Annual operational income (loss) or gain projected 10 years from today (% of operational costs).
Penetration:

Low

High

Residential
PV

-1.22%

-2.46%

SWHs

-5.58%

-11.28%

Other EE

-2.58%

-5.19%

PV

-0.01%

-0.02%

EE

-0.12%

-0.23%

PV

-0.13%

-0.26%

EE

-0.01%

-0.02%

0.39%

0.78%

-9.26%

-18.68%

Commercial

Industrial

Street & Traffic lights
TOTAL

The detailed tables below indicate the impact now (grey), impact in 3 years (yellow), impact in 5
years (orange) and impact in 10 years (red) by intervention and sector.
Table 20: Detail of operational revenue losses projected for the City over 3, 5 and 10 years (% of operational
costs).
Low Penetration Rates
Residential

PV

year

SWHs

Commercial
Other res
EE

PV

EE

Industrial

PV

Street &
Traffic
lights

EE

All
interventio
ns

0

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.01%

0.10%

0.09%

3

-0.14%

-0.61%

-0.29%

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

0.12%

-0.95%

5

-0.48%

-2.10%

-0.99%

0.00%

-0.05%

-0.04%

-0.01%

0.20%

-3.47%

10

-1.22%

-5.58%

-2.58%

-0.01%

-0.12%

-0.13%

-0.01%

0.39%

-9.26%

High Penetration Rates
Residential

PV

year

SWHs

Commercial
Other res
EE

PV

EE

Industrial

PV

Street &
Traffic
lights

EE

All
interventio
ns

0

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.01%

0.10%

0.09%

3

-0.28%

-1.22%

-0.59%

0.00%

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.01%

0.17%

-1.99%

5

-0.96%

-4.26%

-1.98%

-0.01%

-0.09%

-0.09%

-0.02%

0.34%

-7.07%

10

-2.46%

-11.28%

-5.19%

-0.02%

-0.23%

-0.26%

-0.02%

0.78%

-18.68%

The model shows that:
1. Annual operational revenue losses incurred after 10 years are projected to be between 918% against business-as-usual. These losses are high and could have a significant
detrimental effect on the municipality if no counter measures are adopted.
2. Residential SWHs and residential EE are expected to have the biggest impact on revenue.
This is expected considering the significant savings potential in this sector, and the fact that
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the tariff is currently structured such that it magnifies losses (i.e. not a decoupled tariff –
see later). The revenue losses are projected to be between 5-11% for SWHs and 2.5-5% for
the range of EE interventions against business-as-usual.
3. Efficiency in municipal-owned facilities, such as street and traffic lights, will also help to
buffer the losses as they save the municipality money, however their impact is minimal
compared to the losses that could materialise from other RE and EE interventions.
Nevertheless, the cost of retrofitting is small, and the benefits outweigh the costs.
Furthermore, funding for EE street and traffic lights can be obtained from national
government through the energy efficiency demand side management (EEDSM)
programme.
The losses projected for Tshwane are comparable to losses projected for other metros. Annual
operational loss against business-as-usual after 10 years for Cape Town is 9-20%; Ekurhuleni is 515% and eThekwini is 8-15%73. As with the City of Tshwane, the main areas where these losses occur
are with residential solar water heating and EE interventions.
Potential ‘game changers’
It is important to consider that the penetration rates used in the model could be exceeded should a
very supportive policy environment and steep electricity price increases be instituted. Another
potential ‘game changer’ is the advent of affordable battery back-up for rooftop PV (e.g. the Tesla
‘battery wall’). With this option potentially becoming increasingly attractive, wealthier households
and even businesses may choose to go off-grid, with serious consequences for municipal electricity
revenue. These developments need to be closely monitored.

5.5.

Own-generation and electricity revenue

This section provides an indication of the extent to which currently feasible own generation options
within Tshwane municipality would protect municipal revenue, as well as providing an estimation
of the capital and operating cost implications of such options. It remains a hi-level assessment
however, and further analysis would need to be undertaken to clarify option financial and technical
feasibility.
Currently feasible ‘own generation’ options available to municipalities include landfill gas, sewage
methane to electricity, solar PV on municipal facilities, and potentially small hydro systems in the
water supply system. Various municipalities around the country are pursuing these options. Other
waste-to-energy options are also being considered by some municipalities (via either incineration,
pyrolysis, or gasification)74, but currently their feasibility is uncertain.
Own generation may be procured in different ways. It may be developed, owned and operated by
the municipality with suitable companies contracted as necessary during this process. It may also
be contracted out to an IPP either fully or partially75, or it could form part of the national REIPPP
73

SEA 2013a, b and c.
CoJ 2015.
75
Contracting arrangements can differ greatly from case to case – see the SALGA/GIZ/SEA Municipal landfill methane
Case Study series available at www.cityenergy.org.za
74
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programme (as an IPP had done in the case of a landfill gas project in Johannesburg – in conjunction
with a municipal PPP agreement). Although municipalities such as eThekwini do own their landfill
gas generation facility, most municipalities choose the IPP route due to the specialist knowledge
required to successfully develop and operate such facilities.
Information on generation capacity and costs of own generation options is given below:
Landfill gas to electricity76:
 Capacity in Tshwane: 25MW77
 Capital cost: R17m/MW (~R425m for a 25MW programme)
 Operating cost: R0.30/kWh
 Cost of energy: R1.00/kWh78
Costs of electricity from landfill gas to electricity projects remain higher than Megaflex tariffs
currently. Long-term electricity costs of such systems may be lower than Megaflex tariffs
depending on national electricity price increases. The first few landfill gas project in South Africa
relied on carbon financing through the CDM process for financial feasibility. The carbon market
has since collapsed, however and thus the main motivator for such projects currently tends to
be carbon emissions reduction rather than financial benefits. It is interesting to note that one of
the lead staff members in developing the pioneering eThekwini landfill gas generation site now
considers that it is much more financially beneficial to use landfill gas directly in vehicles rather
than to generate electricity79.
Sewage methane80:
 Capacity in Tshwane: 4MW
 Capital cost: R 32m/MW (R128m for 4MW)
 Operating cost: R0.30/kWh
 Cost of energy: not available
The first such project in the country is operational at Diepsloot Northern Water Works in
Johannesburg. The financial case is not yet clear however, and it is likely that resulting electricity
costs are higher than Megaflex tariffs. Carbon emissions reduction is an important motivator
for such projects.
Solar PV (grid-tied) on municipal buildings:

76

Information from the SALGA/GIZ/SEA Municipal landfill methane Case Study series available at www.cityenergy.org.za
For comparative purposes, Johannesburg has identified potential for 18MW from 5 of its landfill sites (CoJ 2015)
78
Estimate from CoJ 2015, and comparable with the REIPPP landfill gas to electricity bid costs.
79
Landfill Gas to Electricity Case Study- eThekwini Municipality Project: Bisasar Road and Mariannhill
Landfill
Sites grid-tied electricity generation. SALGA/GIZ/SEA Case Study Series www.cityenergy.org.za .
80
Information from the SALGA/GIZ report on Biogas Potential in Selected Waste Water Treatment Plants (2015)
available at www.cityenergy.org.za
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Capacity: approximately 5MW of capacity over 10 years (for estimation purposes, a
proactive rooftop PV programme in Tshwane may result in - 500kWp81 per year installed –
i.e. 5MWp within 10 years).82
Capital costs: R20 000/kWp installed (R100 million for a 5MW programme)
Operating cost: R200/kW per year
Cost of energy: R1.50/kWh83
Payback: approximately 8 – 10 years (depending on the tariff used)84

Several municipalities are installing grid-tied solar PV systems on their municipal buildings (e.g.
eThekwini, Ekurhuleni, Cape Town). Costs are still higher than Megaflex tariffs, although PV
prices are falling steadily internationally. Long-term life-cycle electricity costs of such systems
may be lower than Megaflex tariffs depending on national electricity price increases.
Small hydro in water supply system:
 Capacity: unclear (to date systems installed around the country have generally been under
100kW each. Total capacity in a city may be <1MW. This will vary significantly depending
on the geography, and needs to be specifically assessed for Tshwane.)
 Capital costs: unknown
 Operating cost: unknown (although hydro is known to have low operating costs)
 Cost of energy: unknown
 Payback: approximately 14-15 years85
The resulting electricity costs from such small hydro systems are currently unclear, but hydro is
known to have low life-cycle costs so may be attractive. Overall impact on the electricity
generation profile of the City is expected to be small however (<1MW).
In all own generation ownership or IPP models the cost of electricity is currently more than the
Eskom Megaflex tariff when capital as well as operating costs are considered. These options do not
therefore provide a financial benefit or buffer to electricity revenue in the municipality in the shortterm. In the longer-term increasing national grid electricity prices may result in these own
generation options being cheaper, however, so they may be long-term revenue buffers. But it is
unclear when and whether this will be the case however. For illustrative purposes, Figure 57
explores this potential using the following simplified nominal electricity cost escalation rates:



National grid electricity (Megaflex): 10% escalation p.a. (i.e. continuation of current
increase trend)
Landfill gas to electricity: 5% escalation p.a. (i.e. slightly below inflation, as is expected
from relatively new technology)

81

Solar PV system capacity is specified in kilo-watt peak (kWp) or mega-watt peak (MWp). This refers to the peak output
that the system is designed for.
82
This is in the context of Gauteng Province estimating that they could theoretically install 300-500MW on their 8 million
2
m of government building roofspace (CoJ 2015), and Cape Town installing 0.5MW to date.
83
Estimate from CoJ 2015.
84
SEA 2014. Small-scale embedded generation: Solar PV Challenges and approaches for municipalities. Sustainable
Energy Africa.
85
eThekwini Municipality: micro-hydro Case Study 2011. Available on www.cityenergy.org.za
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Solar PV (rooftop): 0% escalation (i.e. steadily decreasing real price in keeping with
international trends – however very dependent on ZAR exchange rate given that PV system
components are mainly imported, so includes a high degree of uncertainty)

Figure 57: Nominal electricity costs from own generation options vs national grid electricity (Megaflex) under
illustrative nominal escalation rates.

Although just an illustrative scenario, the figure suggests that these own generation options will
reach grid parity86 around 2022. System lifetime of options such as solar PV are at least 20 years,
however, so these longer-term trends are relevant factors in decision-making with such
technologies.
In the case of solar PV, the timing of investment in such systems is important because of the high
capital and low operating cost of such systems. If prices continue falling as expected (which is not
guaranteed because of the ZAR exchange rate uncertainties), systems will be significantly cheaper
in 5 years’ time than they are today, with resulting reduction in delivered electricity prices.
Conclusion
Overall renewable energy own generation options have no revenue protection function for Tshwane
in the short-and medium-term. Prices of both landfill gas electricity and solar PV are still more
expensive than Eskom Megaflex rates, although prices are expected to decrease, particularly of solar
PV, and may reach grid parity in future.
Own generation options do however improve the municipality’s own carbon profile. They also make
a significant but small contribution to the total metro carbon profile (to illustrate, average Tshwane

86

‘Grid parity’ means equivalent delivered electricity price to grid electricity.
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daytime electricity demand may be around 1500MW87 during a weekday, while total own
generation renewable potential in 10 years is around 40MW – i.e. around 3%).
In addition, by investing in own-generation options, Tshwane municipality will lead by example in
demonstrating the viability of sustainable energy options.

5.6.

Revenue Protection

Revenue protection options for renewable energy and energy efficiency impacts
There are various options to mitigate revenue losses from RE and EE adoption by electricity
customers. Given already above-inflation Eskom price increases, municipal tariffs cannot simply be
increased in an attempt to bring in the necessary revenue due to the price elasticity of demand88
and potential impact on the poor. High electricity prices make the financial case for RE and EE more
attractive. Therefore other measures need to be explored:
1. Decoupled tariff: In the residential sector, the most sensible option is to protect revenue using a
decoupled tariff which is composed of a fixed charge and energy charge. This is the most transparent
tariff as it shows the cost of the service - i.e. having access to the grid – separate to the actual cost
of electricity. It may be applied across the board, or just to grid-connected PV customers. In this way
the municipality protects its ability to operate as a distributor no matter how much or little
electricity is sold. This also has the advantage that it can encourage the electricity department to
support energy saving, as this will reduce the demand placed on their network and not impact on
their revenue. The new tariff will result in a reduction in the current c/kWh charge however (which
currently includes an operational and energy component), which will have the effect of making the
business case for EE and RE interventions less attractive, and would slow down the uptake for a
period. However, this tariff structure is financially sound, protects municipal finances, and promote
more stable EE and RE business models into the future.
2. The NETFIT89 business case proposed by Eskom and CSIR describes a mechanism to compensate
municipalities for monetary losses as a result of PV adoption. This proposal is gathering support and
could be implemented at a national level in future. However, this model does not intend to address
revenue loss from EE interventions, which would remain significant.
Avoiding existing customers disconnecting from the grid
Because of falling costs of solar PV in particular, in future some electricity customers may find it
financially beneficial to disconnect from the grid and install stand-alone PV or other generation
systems. Current stand-alone solar PV costs do not make this financially feasible, but this situation
may change within a decade depending on international PV price reductions and local exchange rate
trends. In the residential sector this is of concern because the first to disconnect are likely to be the
high-income customers, who are an important source of cross-subsidy for low-income customer
categories or other municipal functions. Commercial customers, particularly those with daytime
peaking loads, may also start moving to stand-alone PV generation in future.
87

Note that this is based on the partial load profile data available, and excludes Eskom supply.
Price elasticity of demand may be around -0.56 – i.e. a 1% increase in price results in a 0.56% decrease in consumption
(CoJ 2015).
89
see ‘How to stimulate the South African rooftop PV market without putting municipalities’ financial stability at risk: A
Net Feed-in Tariff proposal’. Prof Dr Tobias Bischof-Niemz, CSIR, June 2015.
88
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It is important that CoT Electricity Department keep in touch with such trends, and avoid tariff
structures or other regulations which accelerate this possibility, as the revenue impact could
potentially be serious. Electricity tariffs cannot simply be increased to make up for revenue
shortfalls from customer defections. The following would encourage customers to remain on the
grid:





Allowing reverse feed onto the grid – so that customers receive a return for excess electricity
generated
Having SSEG feed-in tariffs which provide reasonable return – at least equal to Megaflex bulk
purchase tariffs
Having SSEG requirements which are user-friendly
Having a clear and stable policy regarding SSEGs, given that a solar PV system is a long-term
investment

Revenue protection options for load shedding
To minimise the economic impact of load-shedding, some cities, in particular the larger metros, have
taken action either through the encouragement of permanent load reduction (through energy
efficiency measures) or short-term demand reduction responses during load-shedding slots. A
recent workshop held by SEA (November 2015), where municipalities contributed towards a loadshedding strategy, highlighting the range of city responses:














Ripple control, where residential geysers are switched off remotely.
The running of a city's own power generators, such as gas turbines or pumped storage
during load-shedding slots to avoid load-shedding entirely or reduce the required loadshedding level (e.g. from stage 2 down to stage 1).
Load-limiting using smart meters, which places a cap on the maximum household energy
demand; switching a household off during times of load-shedding if it does not comply.
Exempt critical areas from load-shedding. This includes central business districts and
hospitals. Areas with a high crime rate are not switched off at night. Households are switched
off more readily, as the economic impact of switching off households is lower than switching
off businesses. The NERSA consultation paper indicates a Cost of Unused Energy (COUE) of
R4.12/kWh for the residential sector.
Time of Use tariffs that discourages electricity use during peak periods
Load curtailment, where an agreement exists between the city and large industrial
customers that these customers will drop their demand by 10% during load-shedding slots
in order to avoid load-shedding. This approach is being explored in a commercial area in one
city.
Encouragement of the uptake, or rollout of, solar water heaters (SWHs). SWHs with electric
back-up can be set that they will never switch on during peak periods. SWHs without electric
back-up permanently reduces a city's demand.
The investigation of power purchase agreements with independent power producers.
Allowing customers to install embedded generation, e.g. rooftop PV that feeds electricity
back into the grid.
Rethink the electricity business model, given the revenue impact of energy efficiency and
renewable energy. Cities are looking at positioning themselves more as "energy service
providers" rather than "electricity sellers."
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Reducing non-technical losses and non-payment
Non-technical losses constitute the most significant electricity revenue loss for the municipality
currently. However the non-technical electricity sales loss of around 7% is not unusual for a
distributor. Nevertheless, any improvements in this figure will have a significant benefit to the
municipality, and as such should be continuously pursued. Non-payment losses are also significant
and should be contained and reduced where possible.

5.7.

Conclusion

The assessment in this chapter indicates that direct municipal revenue losses from load-shedding
and non-connection are less significant than the impact of non-technical losses and some RE and EE
options. The cost of unserved energy to the Tshwane economy from both load-shedding and nonconnection is more serious however.
Modelled revenue losses from RE and EE interventions in Tshwane indicate they will be around 918% of operating budgets in the next decade, potentially increasing exponentially thereafter.
Residential sector revenue losses appear to be of greatest magnitude. Losses from the adoption of
rooftop solar PV systems are significant, but of lesser concern in the short-term. A decoupled
residential tariff lies at the heart of revenue protection, and although it will slow the uptake of RE
and possibly EE, it is a transparent and financially defensible measure. Nevertheless, CoT needs to
be aware of the possibility of grid defections due to high grid power costs and reducing solar PV or
other independent generation costs, and provide a conducive environment for existing consumers
to remain customers of CoT.
The overall implications of the revenue impact assessment on future affordability of energy in
Tshwane is further discussed in a separate report, the City of Tshwane Energy Futures Report, where
energy cost implications for different future scenarios are modelled.

6. Way forward
The State of Energy Report provides a data resource for energy work in CoT, as well as identifying a
range of issues that need addressing in the move to a more sustainable future. The City of Tshwane
Energy Futures Report takes this work further and explores the implications for different energy
futures, and the Sustainable Energy Strategy Framework (an appendix to the Energy Futures Report)
provides an initial action plan to enable a move in this direction. The Strategy Framework thus
provides a resource for the development of a formal strategy through a stakeholder process.
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8. Appendices
8.1.

Energy database

A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet ‘City of Tshwane Energy Database.xls’ is a usable database for
capturing city-level energy data that may be used for modelling, scenario planning and reporting.
The database is easy to use and updateable for year-on-year capturing; levels of data quality and
reliability are indicated. Below is a screenshot of the homepage.
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8.2.

State of Energy Data Collecting Process

The below outlines the procedure for collecting energy-related data for future state of energy
exercises:
Liquid fuel data
Petrol, diesel, LPG, paraffin, aviation gasoline, jet fuel, HFO can be found on the DoE's website, under
Energy Statistics.90 The data of interest is fuel sales volume. Liquid fuel prices over time are also
available.
Data are presented annually and quarterly. The most recent data are usually only available as a
national aggregate. Sales broken down by magisterial district is released with a lag time of roughly
1.5-2 years. Sales by trade category (which gives some insight as to the sector where the fuel is
consumed) is not publicly available, but could be requested from DoE. A non-disclosure agreement
may need to be signed to obtain this level of data.
A decision should be made on the methodology to be used to assign liquid fuel sales to the municipal
area, as the data are available by magisterial districts, which do not align with municipal boundaries.
SEA has chosen to use the methodology of assigning sales according to geographic overlap, e.g. if
90% of magisterial district A falls within municipality B, then 90% of the fuel sold in magisterial
district A is assigned to municipality B. Maps of municipal and magisterial districts can be sourced
from the Municipal Demarcation Board. It must be noted that a map may be required for each year,
as magisterial district boundaries have changed over time.
In the absence of information on the sector where each fuel is consumed, the fuels may be assigned
as follows:
Table 21: Assigning fuels to sectors
Fuel
Sector
Aviation gasoline
Transport sector. Largely used in small, private aircraft
Jet fuel
Transport sector. Largely used in large, commercial aircraft
Paraffin
Residential sector. Some may be used in the agricultural sector (as a solvent
for pesticides or a fuel component for tractors) and industrial sector (as a
lubricant in machinery or as a hydraulic fluid).
HFO
Industrial sector. Used in furnaces or boilers for heat generation. May be
used in transport sector, e.g. to drive large ship engines.
LPG
Commercial, industrial and residential sectors. LPG is used largely for
cooking in the residential and commercial sectors, and in process heating,
furnaces, industrial ovens, etc., in the industrial sector. LPG allocation to
enquiries for the different sectors could be made with local suppliers, as
these figures were not readily available at the time of this study. The LPG
market is currently under investigation by the competitions commission.
Post the investigation, more accurate figure may be sought from them.
Petrol
Transport sector. Largely used by cars (private or rented vehicles).
Diesel
Transport sector. Largely used by vehicles (freight or private), but some may
be used in electricity generation (power plants or smaller generators).

90

http://www.energy.gov.za/files/energyStats_frame.html
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Electricity
Electricity data can be sourced from the local municipality's electricity department (if the
municipality is a distributor). Tariff names and local knowledge of the main customer type sourced
by each tariff will provide an indication as to the sales split by sector, e.g. customers on Small Power
User tariffs may be considered commercial and those on Large Power User tariffs may be considered
industrial.
An attempt should be made to source electricity sales data from Eskom if Eskom distributes directly
to customers within the municipality's area. Difficulties may arise in obtaining Eskom data due to
customer confidentiality concerns, especially in the case where one large customer consumes the
bulk of the electricity sold within the area (Eskom usually services the very large industrial
customers).
Where Eskom data are unavailable, a municipality may estimate the percentage of electricity sold
by Eskom in its area (experience indicates that most municipalities can provide a relatively accurate
estimate) and estimate the potential split of sales by sector (this will be more difficult).
Coal data
This is the most difficult data to obtain, as the industry is deregulated and local-level data is not
collected. Local-level coal consumption may be available from a municipality's air quality
department, as this department sometimes requires industries to report on the amount of fuel used
for licencing purposes. The National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory System (NAEIS) is presently
updating coal consumption for industries and is due for completion by March 2016; this would be
the most reliable source of coal data for the industrial and commercial sectors in Tshwane. This
could be cross-checked through phone calls to local industries (some of them may be willing to
provide coal consumption estimates) or checking of local industries' annual reports (some may
report on coal usage or energy intensities, i.e. amount of coal used per tonne of output product).
Energy consumed by power plants
If there is an electricity power plant within the municipal area, the fuel used to generate electricity
(e.g. diesel, coal, natural gas, etc.) needs to be subtracted from the total fuel sales into the area to
avoid double-counting. In other words, the electricity is already counted, therefore the fuel used to
create it should not be counted. A greenhouse gas inventory follows similar rules, i.e. the emissions
factor for Eskom electricity in South Africa already takes into account the fuels being consumed at
each of its power plants. In Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas Emission
Inventories (GPC) reporting (a globally accepted protocol for reporting on local-level emissions),
emissions from fuels used by power plants are captured within a different scope to that of electricity
in order to avoid double-counting.
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8.3.

Electricity consumption by appliance end-use

Average total annual consumption (kWh/year) = Average annual consumption per hh x % share of total HH x no. of households
e.g. Very Low Income: Small two plate stove = 918 x 0.95 x 354,583
= 309.2 GWh (there are rounding off errors when doing the calculations manually. These are insignificant)
Average daily
Average monthly Average annual
% share of total HH Average total annual
Number of
Hours/day Hours/month No. of
consumption
consumption per consumption per using electricity for consumption
Income Group households Appliance
Power (Watt)
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year
end-use
kWh/year
Very Low
354583 CFL
11
5
150
4
0.22
6.6
79.2
50%
14,041,487
Incandescent
60
5
150
4
1.2
36
432
50%
76,589,928
Small two plate stove
1275
2
60
1
2.55
76.5
918
95%
309,637,317
Kettle
1900
0.3
9
1
0.57
17.1
205.2
95%
69,213,047
Electric heater
1000
3
90
1
3
22.5
270
80%
77,019,879
Fridge with freezer
160
12
360
1
1.92
57.6
691.2
82%
202,182,286
Washing machine
1000
1.5
6
1
1.5
6
72
37%
9,511,392
Plasma TV
140
4
120
1
0.56
16.8
201.6
50%
35,741,966
LED TV
70
4
120
1
0.28
8.4
100.8
41%
14,654,206
Appliance calculator
808,591,509
Bottom-up calculation
765,899,280
Error
5.6%
Average daily
Average monthly Average annual
% share of total HH Average total annual
No. of
Hours/day Hours/month No. of
consumption
consumption per consumption per using electricity for consumption
Income Group households Appliance
Power (Watt)
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year
end-use
kWh/year
Low
106,715 CFL
11
5
150
4
0.22
7
79
50%
4,225,914
Incandescent
60
5
150
4
1.20
36
432
50%
23,050,440
Large two-plate stove
2000
2
60
1
4.00
120
1440
96%
148,064,217
Kettle
1900
0.3
9
1
0.57
17
205
96%
21,099,151
Electric heater
2000
3
90
1
6.00
45
540
82%
47,487,700
Fridge with freezer
200
8
240
1
1.60
48
576
85%
52,264,262
Washing machine
1000
1.5
6
1
1.50
6
72
35%
2,671,020
Plasma TV
140
4
120
1
0.56
17
202
50%
10,756,872
LED TV
70
4
120
1
0.28
8
101
46%
4,948,161
Appliance calculator
314,567,737
Bottom-up calculation
320,145,000
Error
-2%
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Average daily
Average monthly Average annual
% share of total HH Average total annual
No. of
Hours/day Hours/month No. of
consumption
consumption per consumption per using electricity for consumption
Income Group households Appliance
Power (Watt)
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year
end-use
kWh/year
Low-Middle
102,529 CFL
11
5
150
5
0.28
8
99
50%
5,075,186
Incandescent
60
5
150
5
1.50
45
540
50%
27,682,830
Large two-plate stove
2000
2
60
1
4.00
120
1440
97%
142,899,448
Electric Geyser
2600
2
60
1
5.20
156
1872
97%
186,306,271
Electric heater
2000
3
90
1
6.00
45
540
86%
47,561,913
Fridge with freezer
200
8
240
1
1.60
48
576
94%
55,640,710
Washing machine
1000
1.5
6
1
1.50
6
72
52%
3,853,596
Plasma TV
140
4
120
1
0.56
17
202
50%
10,334,923
LED TV
70
4
120
1
0.28
8
101
50%
5,167,462
Appliance calculator
484,522,338
Bottom-up calculation
492,139,200
Error
-2%

No. of
Income Group households
Appliance
Upper-Middle
103,399 CFL
Incandescent
Electric Stove & Oven
Electric Geyser
Electric heater
Fridge with freezer
Washing machine
Plasma TV
LED TV
Swimming pool

Power (Watt)
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11
60
2400
2600
2000
200
1000
140
70
1000

Average daily Average monthly Average annual % share of total HH Average total annual
Hours/day Hours/month
No. of
consumption consumption per consumption per using electricity for
consumption
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year end-use
kWh/year
5
150
5
0.28
8
99
80%
8,189,201
5
150
5
1.50
45
540
20%
11,167,092
2
60
1
4.80
144
1728
96%
171,880,991
4
120
1
10.40
312
3744
99%
383,131,816
3
90
1
6.00
45
540
92%
51,614,116
5
150
1
1.00
30
360
96%
35,639,674
1.5
6
1
1.50
6
72
77%
5,699,517
4
120
1
0.56
17
202
20%
4,169,048
4
120
1
0.28
8
101
80%
8,338,095
7
210
1
7.00
210
2520
12%
30,394,354
Appliance calculator
710,223,904
Bottom-up calculation
734,047,200
Error
-3%
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Average daily
Average monthly Average annual
% share of total HH Average total annual
Number of
Hours/day Hours/month No. of
consumption
consumption per consumption per using electricity for consumption
Income Group households Appliance
Power (Watt)
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year
end-use
kWh/year
High
84,578 CFL
11
5
150
6
0.33
10
119
80%
8,038,293
Incandescent
60
5
150
6
1.80
54
648
20%
10,961,309
Electric Stove & Oven
3000
2
60
1
6.00
180
2160
94%
172,314,753
Electric Geyser
2600
6
180
1
15.60
468
5616
95%
452,657,186
Electric heater
2000
3
90
1
6.00
45
540
88%
40,352,458
Fridge with freezer
200
5
150
1
1.00
30
360
96%
29,230,916
Washing machine
6300
1.5
6
1
9.45
38
454
87%
33,508,781
Dishwashing
2500
0.9
27
1
2.25
68
810
28%
19,065,449
Other electronic
800
4
120
1
3.20
96
1152
100%
97,433,856
Swimming pool
1500
7
210
1
10.50
315
3780
30%
95,158,044
Appliance calculator
958,721,045
Bottom-up calculation
906,087,600
Error
6%
Average daily
Average monthly Average annual
% share of HH using Average total annual
Number of
Hours/day Hours/month No. of
consumption
consumption per consumption per electricity for end- consumption
Income Group households Appliance
Power (Watt)
in use
in use
appliances per hh kWh/day hh kWh/month
hh kWh/year
use
kWh/year
Very High
57,828 CFL
11
5
150
6
0.33
10
119
80%
5,495,973
Incandescent
60
5
150
6
1.80
54
648
20%
7,494,509
Electric Stove & Oven
3000
2
60
1
6.00
180
2160
90%
112,061,462
Electric Geyser
2600
6
180
1
15.60
468
5616
96%
310,847,907
Electric heater
2000
3
90
1
6.00
45
540
52%
16,159,588
Air conditioner
2000
3
90
1
6.00
180
2160
31%
39,222,663
Fridge with freezer
200
5
150
1
1.00
30
360
100%
20,733,577
Washing machine
6300
1.5
6
1
9.45
38
454
94%
24,704,757
Dishwashing
2500
0.9
27
1
2.25
68
810
49%
23,058,944
Other electronic
800
4
120
1
3.20
96
1152
100%
66,617,856
Swimming pool
1500
7
210
1
10.50
315
3780
54%
117,085,412
Appliance calculator
743,482,649
Bottom-up calculation
826,790,400
Error
-10%
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8.4.

Revenue impact assessment of RE and EE: Assumptions

The following assumptions were used for the Revenue impact from EE and RE model:
 EE interventions include:
o Residential: solar water heaters; showerhead; geyser blanket; lights and
fuel switching for cooking
o Commercial: Lights and HVAC
o Industrial: motors etc. (5% per customer)
 Potential market/ customer base only includes those who consume more than 600kWh per
month91.
 PV, SWH and EE penetration rates are linked to those modelled in the CoT Energy Futures
Report
 PV size – Residential = 2kWp; Small Commercial = 4.5kWp; Industrial = 300kWp. The sizes
were based on average installation sizes in the country in 2014.
 Solar radiation based on Eberhard, 199092
 Load profiles are based on averages of hourly intervals taken over 3 summer months, and
adjusted to reflect likely changes in winter (the winter load profile was not obtained)
 Hourly residential consumption profiles based on Davis, S. 201193.
 Hourly commercial and industrial profiles based on data supplied by eThekwini (this detail was not
available for Tshwane, but the modellers consider that it will not change the conclusions from the
exercise).
 Landfill gas = 30MW based on uptake of interventions for the energy efficiency scenario in the
energy futures modelling exercise. Operational cost =30c/kWh based on eThekwini landfill gas, City
of Johannesburg’s Northern Works Biogas to Energy project and Ekurhuleni’s Simmer and Jack
Landfill site.

 Winter load demand - June to August months. The rest have summer load profiles.
 Residential appliance load shifting max potential (water heating, pool pumps, washing
machine, tumble dryer) = 30% based on global averages.
 Residential PV exported during the day =30%. This is based on pilot sites in Cape Town.
 Penetration rates for each intervention over 10 years:
Penetration
Residential PV
SWH
Other residential EE
Commercial PV
Commercial EE
Industrial PV

Low (%)
10
15
10
3
15
3

High
(%) 20
30
20
6
30
6

91

Any customer consuming lower than this amount is considered to be a very small user of electricity, either due to
budget constraints or existing EE. This customer will in all likelihood not install RE and EE due to delayed return on
investment time frames or due to the additional upfront costs.
92
Eberhard, A., A Solar Radiation Data Handbook for Southern Africa. Elan Press, Cape Town, 1990
93
Measuring the rebound effect of energy efficiency initiatives for the future: A South African case study. Energy
Research Centre, UCT Research Paper 2011. Available at: http://www.erc.uct.ac.za/Research/publications/11-Davisetal-Rebound_Effect_Addendum.pdf
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Penetration
Industr EE LV
Indust EE MV TOU
Indust EE HV TOU

Low (%)
15
15
15

High
(%) 30
30
30















Streetlights: current = 30 338; future = low -126150; high – 252 30094
Traffic lights: current = 296; future = low - 400; high – 800
Residential water heating – demand/cylinder = 3kW
Residential cooking to gas – energy saved per household = 3kW
Residential light savings per household = 40W per incandescent replaced
Residential efficient showerhead and geyser blanket savings per household = 5%
Industrial EE = 5%
Streetlights savings = 55W per light
Traffic light savings = 60W per light
Purchase of exported PV energy at Megaflex rates (net metering)
Consumption growth = 2.3% annually based on energy futures modelling exercise
Operational cost growth = 7.5% annually
Eskom electricity increases = 2013/14 -12.1%; 2014/15 – 8.8%; 2015/16 -9.4%; 2016-2024 –
9.4% annually
 Municipal electricity increases = 8% annually based on historical rates
 Distribution loss = 7%
 Bulk electricity costs = 67% of total costs

94

SACN, 2014. Modelling Energy Efficiency Potential in Municipal Operations in the Nine Member Cities of the SACN
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8.5. Revenue impact assessment methodology and assumptions: Load shedding, outages,
non-technical losses and non-payments
Overall Data

Main Sector

City of Tshwane Average
Electricity Tariff (R/kWh) Current
Prices

Share of electricity
consumption based
on Sales

2013/14

2014/15

Residential

38%

1.28

1.38

Commercial (incl. government)

14%

1.06

1.19

Industrial

46%

0.63

0.77

2%

1.22

1.37

Agriculture

100%
Eskom Megaflex Tariffs
Time zone
Peak

Weekday Time periods

2013/14
High Demand

2014/15

Low Demand

High Demand

Low Demand

8:00 - 10:00
18:00 - 20:00

R

1.84

R

0.60

R

2.03

R

0.66

R

0.56

R

0.41

R

0.62

R

0.46

R

0.30

R

0.26

R

0.33

R

0.29

R

0.56

R

0.41

R

0.62

R

0.46

R

0.30

R

0.26

R

0.33

R

0.29

6:00 - 7:00
Standard

10:00 - 18:00
20:00 - 22:00

Off-peak

0:00 - 6:00
22:00 - 24:00

Time zone
Standard

Saturday time periods
7:00 - 12:00
18:00 - 20:00
0:00 - 7:00

Off-peak

12:00 - 18:00
20:00 - 24:00

Time zone
Off-peak

Sunday time periods
00:00 - 24:00

R

0.30

R

0.26

R

0.33

R

0.29

Load Shedding methodology
The City of Tshwane Electricity Department provided a load-shedding log sheet for the affected months in the 2013/14 to 2015/16
financial years. Below is an extract for November 2014:
Log No
Diagram
Date
Network Log Header
Division
Hours KVA
kWh
Switching done on request from
Eskom to do load shedding [60
Friday, MW] 15:30. Inform : Lesetja Primary
Primary Nov14L1326
November Mojapelo, James Maswangane , Power
7 200,000
1,372,000
Kwagga275
21, 2014 Nkele Mogale . Martin Londt At Distribution
20:00 Eskom request another 280
MW .
The data was only summarized for the two completed years, i.e. 2013/14 and 2014/15, and used to calculate the Estimated Unused
Energy (EUE), the Avoided Eskom Costs and the Loss of Revenue.
Methodology:
i)

EUE (kWh)
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Estimated Unused Energy = Power (kVA) x Power factor x Duration of Load-shedding (hrs)
Example using entry above entry:
Estimated Unused Energy = 200,000 x 0.98 x 7
Estimated Unused Energy = 1,372,000 kWh
ii)

Avoided Eskom Costs
The Megaflex tariff was used to calculate the Avoided Eskom Costs. (Only the energy cost was considered, not the
network charges in R/kVA/month.) This is a time-of-use tariff, split into a High Demand and Low Demand season, a
day of the week and a time of day. Each entry could therefore be grouped accordingly, applying the appropriate tariff
at either peak, standard or off-peak times. This share depended on the time of the incident. There were mixed
scenarios where an event spanned two time periods, both standard and peak time for example. Depending on the
time duration, either a 50:50 ratio or an 80:20 ratio was applied.
Example using entry above:
Nov14L1326 falls on a weekday in the Low Demand Season. The load shedding event started at 15:30 and ended after
20:00 (unclear when it ended exactly). The EUE of 1,372,000 kWh was then further split in a 50:50 ratio between peak
and standard tariff:
Peak Time Avoided Cost in Low Demand Season: 1,372,000 kWh x 0.5 x R 0.60/kWh
Standard Time Avoided Cost in Low Demand Season: 1,372,000 kWh x 0.5 x R0.41/kWh

iii)

Revenue Loss
The City of Tshwane mainly has a flat tariff structure with very few time-of-use customers. This simplified the
calculations. The total EUE figure was split into the main sectors using a generalised percentage share based the
electricity sales for 2013/14.
Revenue Loss per sector (Rand) = EUE per sector x Tariff per sector

The summary of results follow:

Estimated Unused Energy by main sectors (kWh)
Total Estimated
Unused Energy
(kWh)

Year
2013/14

3,153,640

2014/15

102,182,920

Residential Share

Commercial Share

Industrial Share

Agriculture Share

1,198,383

441,510

1,450,674

63,073

38,829,510

14,305,609

47,004,143

2,043,658

Loss of Revenue by main sectors (Nominal Prices)
Year
Residential Share

Commercial Share

Industrial Share

Agriculture Share

2013/14

R

1,533,930

R

468,000

R

913,925

R

76,949

2014/15

R

53,584,723

R

17,023,674

R

36,193,190

R

2,799,812

Year

Total Revenue Loss

Avoided Eskom Costs

2013/14

R

2,915,856

R

1,413,997

R

Net Income lost
1,501,858

2014/15

R

106,801,588

R

46,944,704

R

59,856,884

Outages methodology
The methodology for calculating the Revenue Loss and Avoided Cost from outages (planned and unplanned) was similar to the loadshedding. However, for Avoided Costs, the outage log sheet did not have time of day. An average of the peak and standard tariffs
were therefore used for high demand low demand season.

Estimated Unused Energy (kWh)
2013/14
High Demand
(Jun 2013 - Aug 2013)
25,669,854

2014/15

Low Demand
(Sep 2013 - May 2014)
114,508,137
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High Demand
(Jun 2014 - Aug 2014)
49,993,996

Low Demand
(Sep 2014 - May 2015)
190,668,617
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The summary of results follow:

Estimated Unused Energy by main sectors (kWh)
Total Estimated
Unused Energy
(kWh)

Year

Residential Share

Commercial Share

Industrial Share

Agriculture Share

2013/14

175,222.489

53,267,637

19,624,919

64,481,876

2,803,560

2014/15

300,828,516

91,451,869

33,692,794

110,704,864

4,813,256

Loss of Revenue by main sectors (Nominal Prices)
Year

Residential Share

Commercial Share

Industrial Share

Agriculture Share

2013/14

R

68,182,575

R

20,802,414

R

40,623,582

R

3,420,343

2014/15

R

126,203,579

R

40,094,425

R

85,242,768

R

6,594,161

Year

Total Revenue Loss

Avoided Eskom Costs

2013/14

R

129,608,571

R

88,663,491

R

40,945,080

2014/15

R

251,540,772

R

172,911,595

R

78,629,178

Net Income lost

Non-connection methodology
The methodology for calculating the revenue loss from non-connection was based on information supplied by CoT Electricity
Department on current developments that applied for connections but were unable to be supplied. They amount to 41,968 kVA of
supply, which at an assumed load factor of 60% would result in 220,584MWh per year of energy that could not be supplied. The
details are given in the table below.
2013/14

2014/15

kVA required

MWh/yr unserved
(60% load factor)

Tariff/kWh

Direct revenue
loss/yr

Tariff/kWh

Educational

11,152

58,615

1.06

62,131,807

1.19

69,751,745

Residential

16,443

86,424

1.28

110,623,242

1.38

119,265,683

Business

966

5,077

1.06

5,381,934

1.19

6,041,982

Industrial

13,407

70,467

0.63

44,394,331

0.77

54,259,738

41,968

220,584

Eskom
tariff (std)
average

0.66

2013/14

0.73

2014/15
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222,531,314

Direct revenue
loss/yr

249,319,148
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